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examines the sale of kiddie
porn in Waldenbooks stores. See Page 2.
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Flickering Flames

Let there be light
Recent additions in campus lighting cost
more than $10,000. See Page 6.

The Flames hang tough at MSU in loss,
face ITSU Thursday See Page 7.
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Students support U.S. troops at W&L rally
By BEN LaFROMBOIS
Champion Reporter

Approximately 1,200 college students throughout Virginia voiced their support of the U.S. troops in the Middle
East at Washington & Lee University in Lexington, Va.,
Saturday. More than 50 of the students were from Liberty
University.
Several speakers addressed the new generation of conservative college students. Miss Kilborn, an adviser to
President Bush, read a statement from the president.
Congressman Robert Doman, R-Calif.; T. Kenneth
Cribb Jr., former domestic public adviser to former President Ronald Reagan; and Dr. Ali-Turvah, cultural
councilor from the Kuwait embassy, also spoke to the
group.
The crowd of 1,200 flag-waving, boisterous students
represented 12 Virginia colleges and universities. The
largest blocks of students came from host school Washington & Lee, VMI, UVa and LU.
The crowd gathered to show that current college
students are different from their predecessors. "In the past
demonstrators have been peaceniks content with burning
the flag. We are a new generation. We have cast aside the
60s and realize modern times require civility. We will
honor and protect Old Glory," Mark Short, organizer of
the rally and W&L student, said.
The difference in college students from two decades
ago was mentioned by several speakers. In the past the
best lacked conviction while the worst were filled with
passion, Crib explained. "Today, the best are filled with
passion and intensity," he said.

"You'll help start a sustained movement," Dornan, a
POW in Vietnam, said. "I can't express how much I love
you. I haven't seen anything like this since I came back
from Vietnam." He said it was "the best" demonstration
he had attended. 'This one has the most colleges involved," he explained.
"There is a message from the youth of our land: 'we're
proud of it,'" Dornan explained. He praised the students,
"You are smarter than the present generation. You have
learned from past generations. You are an improvement
from past generations."
Dornan, the keynote speaker, addressed the importance
of unity: "In Vietnam our weakness was disunity. This
disunity became an illness. In war sufficient unity is as essential as sufficient ammunition.
"I would have followed him (Pres. Bush) even if I
didn't believe in what he was doing," Dornan added.
"Unity and support are vital to the war."
He also cautioned students of the media influence.
During Vietnam "the American youth were confused.
The press became very unobjective," he explained.
"The media may lead this (disunity). I would hate to see
this happen. We need the kind of support that allows the
President to make these (the best) kinds of decisions," he
added.
President Bush's written message stressed the affirmation of the ultimate goal. We are there "to promote
Kuwait's sovereignty and stability in the region. We will A crowd of more than 1,200 college students gathered at Washington and LeeUniversity in Lexington,
have our ups and downs, but one thing is certain: we will Va., Saturday to voice support for the United States troops fighting in the Persian Gulf. Pictured is a group
prevail," Bush said in his letter as the crowd chanted "U- of LU students at the rally.
photo by UM8w»mran
S-A, U-S-A, U-S-A...."

Senate seeks change in table ratas
By DOUGLAS R.DEMPSEY
The student senate considered
four bills dunng its meeting List
Thursday, including one Out would
end a new university policy of
charging groups and organizations
a $5 fee for setting up tables in DeMoss Hall.
The bill to eliminate the charge
for DeMoss tables was sponsored
Sen. Rick Cobb.
Cobb said die memo which inslithe charge was dated early
January but was not actually sent
out until February.
"To my knowledge no club has

ever been charged to set up tables in
DeMoss " Cobb said. "I don't think
its fair." he said, regarding people
changing a policy for setting up a
table in DeMoss Hall.
The bill passed the senate by
unanimous consent.
The only bill to generate significant senate debate was one that
would require Die Student Government Association to make a financial
disclosure once every month.
Sponsored by Sen. Gus Mealier,
this bill would place responsibility
for disclosure of the financial information on the SGA Lreasurer.
'The purpose ol this bill is simply

to reveal all relevantfinancialinformation (concerning SGA) to the
senators," Mculler said.
The bill made no provision for release of the information to the student body or for the i nfomiaiion to be
printed in any campus publications.
The bill passed the senate.
Sen. Scott DeBocr and Scott
Touchstone co-sponsored a bill for a
campus clean-up day. The bill would
set the first Thursday of every month
as a campus clean-up day. Il passed
the senate.
DcBoer also sponsored a bill asking the administration to further upgrade the lighting around campus.

>

Enhanced fighting around the
dorm circle was recently completed (See related story, page 6).
"They have improved it already," DeBocr said of the lighting. "But more can still be done."
The bill would ask die administration to complete lighting improvements around the dorm
circle and to conduct a study of
the rest of the campus in order to
determine where further improvements arc needed.
When questions arose concerning possible conflicts with current
construction on campus, the bill
was tabled for further research.
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'I Love America tour revived for Gulf War

By DAWN K. LOONEY
Champion Reporter

The 1976 "I Love America" rallies
have been revived in 1991 to show
support for the U.S. troops and President Bush during the Gulf War.
The tour began Feb. 10 at Thomas
Road Baptist Church. Dr. David
Randlelt, chairman of the fine arts
department, said that the rally at
TRBC was a "prototype" of the
actual road rallies.
During the rally a huge American
flag covered the church baptistery
and die organ pipes, and many veterans and active duty servicemen came
in uniform. While me Sounds of
Liberty sang the "Armed Forces
Medley," the servicemen stood and
saluted as Uieir branch's theme was
sung. "It's a spine-tingling moment.
It's real moving when you see all
those who have served in die military
standing across the auditorium,"
Randlelt said.
The rally ended with a congregational singing of "God Bless America" as everyone joined hands.
In contrast to die rally at TRBC,
the road rallies will not include die
Old-Time Gospel Hour Choir or the
children's choir. Randlelt said,
"anyuiing choral die Sounds will do
on me road." Also, Kendra Cook and
Doug Oldham will join the tour
whenever their schedules allow.
However, Randlelt continued,
"Dr. (Jerry) Falwell will be with us
the entire time. It couldn't be a rally
without him." At every rally Falwell
will give his sermon titled "Whal
Made America Great?"
Although die 1991 tour is a remake
of the 1976 version, it will not be as
extravagant, Randlelt said, "We're

Textbook sales
will be held
in new location
By CURT W.OLSON
News Editor

Head of university services Earl Sargeant said in a recent interview he
hopes that textbook sales in the library will be held in a different location for
the fall semester.
Although Sargeant could not state where the new location will be he did say
that alternate sights are being considered for future textbook purchases.
He said there are three important factors needed in a location: approximately 8,000 square feet of space, room for 85 tables and accessibility by a
forklift.
"If you take all these factors into consideration, there are not too many
places on campus that offer mis," he said.
Reader services librarian Russ File said that he was pleased to know mat an
alternate sight is planned for the fall semester. "The bookstore sets a very
poor tone for the library," he said. "People are jammed together, and there are
few seats while the bookstore facility is still in the library.
"It's hard to tell people to be quiet in the library when they hear noise
behind die wall," File said.
File did say that he understands that the centrally-located library was the
best place for the bookstore, but he believes die semester should be started
witii a sense that the library is a place for study. "We need to hit die
ground running witii the RAs and letting people know it will be a place of
study," he said.
File said the library is working on a response to die Student Senate debate
on the noise in die libary.
"I wish a representative had come to someone in the library before they
addressed it in the senate. I am sure it could have been corrected," he said.
He said the library will work in conjunction with Dean Jon Purple and
Student Affairs, regarding the possibility of working library discipline into
die reprimand system.
Details on a new system, if it changes at all, were not available at press
time.
File did note, however, a survey conducted by die library, spring 1990,
which revealed tiiat die vast majority of students felt die library was a
See Bookstore, Page 11

Days of Desert Storm
The "I Love America" rally was revived at TRBC Sunday night, Pictured is Kendra Cook, the local color
guard and the Sounds of Liberty at an afternoon rehearsal.
photo by Jeffrey A. Cot*

noi at dial great a scale. We had a lot
of time to plan. We had about a year
and a half to plan die rallies and lay
the groundwork. Back then, we had
two Trailway buses, two trailers and
an airplane. This time we have 18
people traveling and a bus."
In addition to the reduction in
transportation and performers, the "I
Love America" tour "is going lo be
low-budget affair. Most everything
we're doing, we already have stored
in house. It's not die huge scale as in
1976. There's not going to be elaborate staging." Randlelt also said thai
ihe rallies will not be in major colise-

ums, but he anticipates die audiences
to be between 2,500 and 4,000.
Anodier difference from the 1976
tour is die songs used. "The 1991 "I
Love America" tour will be the
same as die 1976 tour in spirit but not
in music. The style of the orchestration and music will be different, but
tiiere will be actual songs from
1976. Some will be in new settings
and odiers will be new songs,"
Randlelt said.
"Red, White and Blue" and the
"Armed Forces Medley" are two
songs being performed during die
1990 lour that were also performed

during the 1976 tour.
An "I Love America" Rally advertisement displaying a picture of die
tour in 1976 stated, "The rally is designed to: honor the Lord Jesus
Christ, promote freedom and liberty,
suppon the uoops andtiieirmission,
stand behind the president and die
Congress of die United States and
oppose the peaceniks who give comfort to Saddam Hussein." Randlelt
said, "We just want to make a
positive statement. Besides Dr. Falwell and Billy Graham, there are
few religious leaders that have
shown support."

28
The Liberty Champion joins the millions of Americans who are
praying for the safe return of the more than 430,000 military
personnel. We ask the LU family to join us until all Americans
are safe on American soil.
People are requested to write to the men and women serving
in Saudi Arabia by writing;
Any Service Member Any Service Member
(Army)
(Navy)
APO
Fleet P.O.
NY 09848-0006
NY 09866-0006
'
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Negative review
mars concert

Editorial
"...Where the spirit of the
Lord is, there is Liberty."
II Corinthians 3:17

AFA nixes chain
for blatant sale
of pornography
American Family Association (AFA), a Christian organization which promotes the ethic of decency in American
society with a primary emphasis on TV and other media, has
called for a boycott of K mart and all retail chains owned by
the corporation.
K mart, corporate owner of Waldenbooks, has added child
pornography to the current list of books available at the
nationwide bookstore. The Blue Moon line of books, penned
by authors so proud of their work that they usually splash
Anonymous across the binding, describe in graphic detail
the twisted sexual acts performed on young girls — most
under 15.
An article which ran in the Clermont County (Ohio)
Review expalained that the series, titled The Victorian Era,
"describes in lurid detail sadomasochistic torture, rape and
sodomy inflicted upon children." Obviously this series is
more than the latest version of the myriad of teeny bopper
kiss-and-tell books which fade in and out of existence.
It is not as if the chairman of K mart Corporation, Joseph
Antonini, is unaware of the situation. The February 1991
issue of Journal of the American Family Association
reported that in December Antonini spoke at a business convention in Indio, Calif. When a concerned parent questioned
him concerning the Blue Moon series, he replied that the
series had been removed from Waldenbooks. However, a
study conducted by AFA checked several Waldenbooks
stores and found titles from the Blue Moon series in every
store. Furthermore, many callers have contacted AFA and
reported that the Blue Moon books and other child pornographic materials are available from Waldenbooks in their
areas as well.
Furthermore, after the speech, Betty Hawkins, Who had
questioned .Antonini during the questiotvand answer-period, approached Antonini and offered to show him "a
packet of pornography which had been purchased at a
Waldenbooks in her community."
Antonini merely responded, I have read it... I have seen
it all."
We, as Christians, must do something to stop the spread
and availability of child pornography at local shopping
malls. It may be a little inconvenient for us to shop somewhere else. It may even be a little more expensive. But when
the price of the innocence of a child is weighed against the
price of a blouse or a light bulb or cosmetics, the choice is
clear. Besides, many other chains such as Sears, J.C. Penny
and Walmart provide the same services and do not support
child pornography in any form.
Besides refusing to shop at either K mart or Waldenbooks, concerned individuals, which should include all of
us, should call the local K mart store and explain that you
will be boycotting the store and encouraging others to do the
same. Furthermore, you can write to Chrm. Joseph Antonini, K mart Corporation, 3100 West Big Beaver Road, Troy
MI 48084, phone 1-800-635-6278. When you call, you will
most likely be informed that K mart has nothing to do with
Waldenbooks. However, K mart does, in fact, own the
bookseller and has the authority to remove pronographic
material from the stores' shelves.
It is time to let K mart and other corporations know that we
will not allow them to continue doing whatever they want
simply because they have the money to do so. It is this lust
for the almighty dollar which leads K mart to support this
vile material. Let them know the strength of your buying
power, and let them feel the pain when it is gone. Refuse to
give your hard-earned dollars to a corporation which is
dedicated to the destruction and corruption of our children
and our future.
The next victim of child pornography could easily be a
little brother or sister, a niece, a nephew or even a child of
your own. Let us all do what we can to win the war before
it is too late.

Liberty Forum Policies
The Liberty Champion reThe Liberty Champion welcomes members of the Liberty serves therightto accept, reject
community to submit letters to or edit any letter received, according to the policies of the
the editor on any subject.
Letters should not exceed 300 Liberty Champion.
words and must be signed. The
The deadline for all letters is
Champion asks that all letters 6 p.m. Thursday.
be typed.
Please address all letters to
All material submitted to the "Editor, Liberty Champion"
Liberty Champion becomes and drop them off in DH109 or
the property of the Champion. Box 21247.

Sneaking into the Movies

a Music

Box" ends with sour note

"The Music Box," this week's
campus movie, is one of those movies
that keeps threatening to rise above
mediocrity but never actually does.
That's too bad, because the potential
for a fascinating and intriguing film
really does exist.
"The Music Box" is the story of
Hungarian Michael Laslow, who is
being tried as a war criminal. Laslow
has lived in America for the past 40
years, raised a family, and established
himself as an upstanding U.S. citizen.
Then, just when everything seems
to be going well, the walls cave in.
The Justice Department, convinced
that Laslow is really Mishga—a for-

DOUGLAS R.
DEMPSEY
Campus news editor

mer member of a brutal Nazi special
forces group from World War II,
wants to deport Laslow to Hungary
where he is certain to receive the
harshest possible penalty.
Jessica Lange plays Laslow's
daughter, Ann Talbot. As a lawyer
Talbot decides to defend her father.
Thus, the unique aspect of the film is
set up: daughter defending father.
As the case unfolds, evidence be-

TOP TEN COUNTDOWN
By Kathleen Donohue
Feature/Opinion Editor

i Role models
for Iraqi children
10. Rajidbo — A hero of the Shiite Moslem faith who
runs around in a mad frenzy ruthlessly blowing away
anything or anyone who gets in his way.
9. Leonard Nimoy — "War is logical, Captain."
8. Jack-the-Ripper, Jason with the hockey mask, Norman Bates and a host of others addicted to maiming and
killing innocent victims.
7. Edgar Allan Poe — His revised "101 Bedtime Tales"
has been on the bestseller list for 14 weeks.
6. Jane Fonda — She's certainly never been any sort of
role model for American children.
5. Hitler — They already have one of those.
4. MaGruff the Crime Dog — Help take a bite outta
Kuwait.
3. Jimmy Carter — Anyone who smiles that much must
be up to something.
2. An eggplant — Any nation that idolizes Saddam
Hussein can't be playing with a full deck.
1. Frank Perdue — He's no chickenman.

A nswers, Please

gins to weigh heavily against Laslow.
The prosecution has numerous witnesses to identify Laslow as Mishga.
An ID card with Laslow's name and
photograph surfaces which identifies
him as the infamous Mishga.
When the prosecution closes its
case, Talbot is unsure ifshe can prove
her father's innocence. Eventually,
however, new evidence begins appearing. Talbot begins to build a solid
defense for her father. When a government witness in Hungary proves
to be completely unreliable, Talbot
asks the judge to dismiss the charges
and end the case.
At this point you may be wondering where the music box referred to in
the title fits in. Well, up to this point,
it really does not have anything to do
with the movie. As Talbot is leaving
Hungary, however, she happens upon
the mother of one of her father's
friends. During a meeting with the
woman. Talbot begins to realize the
horrifying truth.
The' woman gives'Talbot a pawn
ticket from America. Talbot
immediately visits the pawn shop and
retrieves, you guessed it, a music box.
Inside the music box is evidence that
proves, one way or another, whether
or not Laslow is actually Mishga.
By the time the film ends, you may
very well be confused and frustrated.
The music box, which is the critical
piece of evidence in the case, fails to
tie the case together. The audience is
left feeling as if most of the movie
was a waste of time. All the evidence
and testimony previously presented
become worthless as soon as the
music box turns up.
Lange gives a great performance as
the lawyer torn between justice and
love for her father, but it is not enough
to save "The Music Box." The film
just has too many missing pieces and
unanswered questions.
Even for a dollar, "The Music Box"
will leave you singing the blues.

By the Champion Staff

We asked students:

Should the Baltic states be allowed to secede
from the Soviet Union? Why or why not?
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"They have
been part of
U.S.S.R. for
so long; independence
would cause
problems."

"Yes. They
were originally independent, but
Soviet aggression stole it."

Jeff Visscher
Ludington, Mich.

Julee Maley
Fredrick, Md.

Dave Seaman
Harrisburg, Pa.

"Yes. They
are innocent
victims of
governmental controversies."
Sheree Boyer
Oxford, Pa.

"The way
Yes. They
the Baltics
need freedom
are going
to grow
about achiev- ff 41 *efP without rely
ing independ- JP?
-*• '*m ing on the
•"•" i n *
ence is not
mother coun
^•isgy,
appropriate."
try.

"They
shouldn't be
coerced into
being part of
the Soviet
Union."
Blake Miller
Detroit, Mich.

Editor,
Like Mr. Dempsey, I also was very
impressed with Phil Keaggy's musicianship at his concert at Liberty University on Jan. 25. More than that, as
I spoke with him during the intermission, and even as I observed him during
his performance, I sensed a humble
spirit which moved me in an even
greater way than did the music.
It is because of this that I would
venture to say that Phil would probably
have been embarrassed to have his
name in the same article which
denigrated other brothers and sisters
in Christian music who are endeavoring to minister in the way in which the
Lord has allowed them.
The slam against "TRUTH and its
derivatives" served no purpose in
giving Phil Keaggy the positive review he deserved. In fact, it cheapened the review to a level of spiritual
one-upmanship, which I think Phil
would have disdained.
Further, the remark was made that
Phil was "the world's greatest
guitarist" and that his concert was the
"first and only time you will ever see
the world's greatest anything at LU."
On the front page of the same issue,
you stated that "Keaggy quickly
shunned that title..." and commented,
"that is absurd."
The question of the world's greatest has been addressed before. In
Matthew 18, the disciple asked Jesus,
"Who is the greatest?"
Jesus brought achild close and said,
"Whoever humbles himself like this
child, he is the greatest in the kingdom of heaven."
This is true for guitar players, for
singers...and it is also true for journalists.

Kyle Bellamy
New York

Vernon Brewer
Vice President
for Student Development

Better display
required for flag
Editor, ..
. .
The Vines Center is a magnificent
structure."Ctfupted wJflfthfe"Liberty
Flames Stadium, the two buildings
boldly show that Liberty is prepared
for a larger, more dynamic sports program.
However, every time I enter the
building, I am ashamed to see how die
United States flag is being displayed.
There is no lighting for it, and only 25
of the 50 states are represented because the others are hidden behind die
ventilation shaft (tube.)
This fact was brought vehemently
to my attention at our first game against
Virginia Military Institute when the
VMI fans (comprised mosdy of armed
services personnel) began cursing
Liberty for its display of die flag.
I had hoped that by now the flag
would have been placed where all of
it can be seen, but obviousiy, ihe
powers that be seem to be satisfied
with its present placement. Please,
someone in charge, show some reSee LU Forum, Page 3
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Christians need to persevere against sin
ALAN SHEPHARD
Staff Columnist

Many Christians struggle with one
or two particular sins which seem to
repeat themselves over and over.
Although most will not openly admit
it, the mark of spiritual strength is
spiritual struggle.
People have told me about their
unusually hard bouts with sin, though
often without being specific. They
have expressed their weariness in constantly confessing their sins, espe-

cially the same recurring sin. I've
heard them say that only God can help
them, but He doesn' t seem to be doing
anything.
I can say, at this point, that persecution will not come merely from
without, but more often from within.
Thebiblicalexhortation is forus never
to be weary in doing what is right, for
the righteous man will fall seven times
in a day but will get up again and
continue.
The Bible does not say that we will

have no struggles or that struggling in
itself is a sin. Instead it offers a guide
by which to properly handle those
struggles.
For those who truly desire God in
their minds and hearts, it does not
mean perfection now, but it assures us
of definite perfection later in the
Kingdom of God. The answer to a
constant bout with sin is not discouragement over defeats, but hopeful
endurance and perseverance as a good
soldier of the cross.

We need to confess our sins and
pursue God's righteousness, but we
should never give up the fight. The
Bible tells us to seek His kingdom and
His righteousness (Matt. 6:33.)
We found His kingdom when we
were saved, now we need to pursue
His righteousness through the discipline of obedience to Jesus Christ.
God bless you and keep you and
raise His countenance to you always
as you endeavor to pursue the holiness of God.
•
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How Annoying!f

Student confused by odd line of questioning
My brief and uneventful trip home
last weekend yielded a column idea I
had previously overlooked: parental
questioning.Nowdon'tgetmewrong.
I truly love and respect my parents,
but some of the questions they constantly bombard me with are difficult
to interpret.
For example, Ifinallymade it home
and walked in the door. Mother
immediately asked, "So, did you make
it home all right?"
"Well no, Mom," I replied. "Actually I was violently hurled into a flaming, interstellar time warp, and this
person you're speaking to is the ghost
of Col. Sanders." I always have trouble
rationalizing this paradoxic inquiry.
Once I have firmly established that
I have, in fact, arrived home, the interrogation continues. The nextquestion
is, "What time did you leave?"
This one is extremely tricky because I have to quickly compute the
current time in relation to what time I
should have left in order to arrive in
the speed- limit-obeying time period.
Confusing, isn't it? I eventually told
them about 3 p.m., which turned out
to be a crucial error because Mom immediately pulled out her conversion
chart and determined that I had exceeded the speed limit three times
before arriving home.
After I weaseled my way out of the

conversion chart
Mom said when her
After about 30 minutes of instrucincident, Mom
wind-chime alarm tion and crime statistics, I was conJEFFREY
started in with
warned her of my vinced that it wouldn't be worth the
SIMMONS
even more interattempted escape. effort to leave the house that evening,
rogative stateStaff Columnist
"Just where are you so I sat around all night and watched
ments.
' going?"
television with my sleeping parents. I
"Where's all the dirty laundry?"
I quickly came back with the pat- never realized Arizona got that
"Well, Mom, I really don't have ented son response, "Nowhere."
much precipitation.
that much," I hesitantly replied as the
"Nowhere? What do you mean
I will admit (for my personal safety)
U-Haul pulled up to the back door. nowhere?" she snarled. "Don't you thatmyparents are not really that bad.
Once the laundry was unloaded, we know there are crazy people with However, I have been asked most of
ate supper, and the dietary question- bombs on the roads? Either you tell these and other similar questions at
ing began in all of its fury.
me exactly where you're going and one time or another. Mom will proba"You haven't been eating right, with whom or you can sit here all bly try to kill me when she reads this,
have you?" my mother inquired while night and watch the Weather Chan- but she may have some trouble. I just
giving me another helping of vege- nel. And furthermore...."
might not be home yet.
table potpourri.
"Yeah, I have," I said. "I've been
eating Spaghetti-Os and Pop Tarts
since the beginning of the semester."
"Yeah, and that's why you're sick
all the time," my Dad fired in out of
nowhere.
"But I'm not sick, Dad."
As Feb. 14 nears, the tiioughts of
"Well, you will be if you keep eat- many students turn to cupids, hearts,
DEBBIE
ing that junk," he said, putting some cards, flowers and all the otiier enmore hot fudge and marshmallows trapments traditionally associated
REECE
widi Valentine's Day. Everyone wants
on his sandwich.
Copy Editor
I didn' t say anything else about my to know: "What should I get my valeating habits, and the remainder of entine?"
imagination.
my evening was incredibly pleasant.
Through the years, candy has beStill there will be a few who will
However, I was faced with one more come a good standby. However, since feel that they are doing an injustice to
threatening question, when I at- February is also National Heart the holiday if they don't celebrate
tempted to quietly slip out the door. Month, maybe it's not such a good with some decadent candy treat. For
"Hold it right there, young man," idea after all. The fat found in most these people, the following is a list of
candy is notorious for coating die the amount of several types of candy
arteries and eventually leading to heart you, can eat and still stay within the
the use of the magnificent Hancock disease.
Continued from Page 2
Since you love your valentine and,
spect for the country that allows us to Center, should use the student weight
room when they have received schol- hopefully, would like to keep him or
have this school.
her around for a while, maybe a difOnly 20 feet to the left of the flag is arships to come to Liberty.
In other words, we pay our money ferent gift would be better. There are
a space in the ventilation shaft without any vents, large enough to put the to use the inferior weight room on a variety of non-food gifts that would
flag in. There are also two lights there campus, only to find scholarship ath- be great, including books, jewelry,
letes using it while one of the best tapes, balloons, etc.
which would highlight the flag.
On die other hand, since die way to
Even if no one thinks that this par- training facilities on the East Coast
someone's heart istiiroughthe stomticular suggestion is feasible, please sits idle.
Furthermore, the "travel to the Han- ach (to paraphrase the familiar provfind a place where the flag can be
cock Building" can hardly be consid- erb), you might be set on surprising
properly displayed in full view.
your valentine with some type of
ered a journey.
Some students have only one hour edible, sweet treat. The question is,
Eric Davis
to work out, and now that has been cut "what?" Well, here too the possibilito 30 minutes. I understand the play- ties are endless. An appropriately
ers' need to have access to die equip- decorated basket filled with fruit—
ment. I also realize that 30 minutes the natural dessert—is available at
three days a week seems an insignifi- many stores or could be made easily.
Editor,
This letter is in response to the cant amount of time to take up the You could alsofilla basket with flaletter in the "LU Forum"titled"Sen- weightroom. But for those who have vored, sugarless coffees and teas.
Another option would be to take
ate bill sheds bad light on hoopsters," jobs and heavy class schedules, it
may
be
die
only
time
they
have.
your
valentine out for dinner or for a
found in the Jan. 29, issue of the
sundae
made widi nonfat frozen yoIf
it
is
necessary
to
use
the
student
Liberty Champion.
gurt
topped
witii fresh fruit If you are
weight
room,
open
the
Hancock
In his letter, Mr. Gillespie argues
making
dinner
for your valentine, you
Center
for
students
to
use
during
that
that the basketball team, "due to the
could
buy
one
of
the new nonfat deshalf
hour.
I'm
certain
die
students
location of the practice facilities, lifts
wouldn't
mind
the
"travel"
as
much
serts
out
on
die
market.
AnoUier lowin the student weight room."
even
diough
most
students
are
as
fat
treat
is
an
angel-food
cake topped
Speaking for the students who have
stretched
for
time
as
the
team.
with
a
puree
of
fresh
strawberries
or
paid $25 to use the student weight
raspberries.
As
you
can
see,
the
posroom, it hardly seems fair that the 12
Mark Lockwood sibilities are endless if you use your
or 15 basketball players, who have

A - musings

People not "in love" can
celebrate Valentine's Day
Aaah, Valthe prayer room,
entine's Day.
but I had to proKATHLEEN
Time to break
mote my one
D0N0HUE
out the pink
moment of glory
Feature/Opinion Editor
and white bunsomehow.)
ting,
send
I've matured a
candy hearts with cutesy sayings great deal since those lowly sostamped on them, smile at every phomoric, carefree days when I
cupid you see and float through the dabbled in the performing arts. In
day on a happy cushion of love. other words, I no longer perform
Sigh....
such shenanigans during hall meetPlease. I remember a couple of ings. I do, however, still steadyears ago, when a friend and I per- fasUy hold to the same mindset
formed some poor excuse for a rap concerning Valentine's Day.
song depicting the utter uselessness
The way I look at it, Valentine's
andsickeningpremiseof Valentine's Day is nothing more than another
Day in general and people in love in case of discrimination to add to the
particular.
long discriminatory list compiled
The rap was something about during the' 80s. I mean, why should
Valentine' s Day making us sick and I have to explain to my friends
candy giving us zits with a resound- (and mother) that "I really just
ing "Face it, it's die pits!" filling in don't want a relationship right
the final crescendo. As the final now, not I just can't get a relationsounds of "Humbug, humbug" ship right now" simply because I
wafted down the hallway, we were don't plan to sigh wistfully into the
applauded by hundreds of like- night air while my beloved feeds
minded individuals who had long- me chocolates from a heart-shaped
since given up the search for the box Thursday evening?
elusive Cupid.
To those of you who have been
(All right, three people said, "nice pierced with the cherub's fateful
outfit," referring to our T-shirts, arrow.Happy Valentine'sDay, but
blazers and Ray-bans, and some try not to disturb those of us who
visitor asked where she could find will be enjoying it our own way.

The Lighter Side

Sweetheart may enjoy alternative to sweets

r^

— L U Forum-

dietary guidelines, which recommend
keeping sugar to 10 percent and fat to
30 percent of your daily caloric intake. These figures are based on a
2,000-calorie-a-day diet (which could
include up to 10 teaspoons of sugar
and 600 calories of fat a day) and on
die assumption tiiat you avoid sugar
and high-fat foods during die rest of
die day: fudge, two one-ounce squares;
chocolate mints, five pieces; gum
drops, five; hard candy, two ounces;
peanut brittle, three ounces; caramels,

candy hearts, two ounces.
However, if despite all yourresolve
you still splurge with a high-fat, highcalorie dessert, you can be comforted
by knowing that when experts stress
that you keep your diet under 30 percent fat to reduce your risk of heart
disease, they are referring to your
overall diet.
If you strive for a lifestyle of nutritious, sensible eating, you will survive the occasional binges and be able
to spend a long and healthy life with
twb ounces; chocolate, three ounces; your valentine.

^bu told us
keep it simple
and make it easy.

Facility should be
for student use

We listened.

•-•

It's Laughable

Columnist explores origin of sports
I am in constant awe of America's,
and die world's, obsession widi sports.
Even I, whose bones get brittie at die
thought of physical exertion, enjoy a
good tennis match every now and
tiien. But I've always wondered how
it all began.
I looked for an answer, but I didn't
have any luck. So I came up widi my
own theory.
It probably all began when Helga
Lasorga told her husband Thag that
she wastiredof him just sitting around
the cave watching reruns of The
Babylonian Hillbillies: The Next
Generation.
Helga demanded that Thag get up
and do something constructive to get
rid of his berry belly, and Thaggy
grumpily complied to die wishes of
his dear wife.
On his way out die door, Thag
picked up his club, his mammothskin cap and the pumice sphere that
Helga used to clean die soles of her

TIMOTHY
HOLLINGSWORTH
Staff Columnist

feet. Of course Thag had no idea what
he would do with these objects (if he
had a clue as to what would happen, it
would mess up my theory).
Anyway, as he was strolling down
die street, Thag spotted Beek Roabs
coming toward him. Beek had always
annoyed him. In an effort to avoid
having to come any closer to the guy,
Thag walloped the little rock ball
widi his club, hoping that it would
make its way to Beek and achieve
some damage.
Helga's foot scrubber managed to
smack old Beek right in die chest but
created litde bodily damage except
for knocking a litde of the wind out of
him. After viewing die ensuing chase,
several members of the community

thought diat Thag had created a novel
pastime. It was only a matter of time
before this primitive form of baseball
replaced dinosaur-scrubbing as die
most popular activity in town.
Thaggy Lasorga benefitted greatly
from die invention of baseball. He
became the manager of the world's
first sports team. He also lost over 35
pounds with die sudden increase of
physical exercise, which was good
for die advertisement of his new diet
supplement: Ultra-Swim Fast.
Roabs obtained some measure of
success also, but he lost most of it
alter he was discovered betting on
dinosaur races.
Poor Helga isn't quite as popular.
Even diough she got a fancier foot
scrubber widi all of her husband's
money, women today claim dial if she
hadn't forced her husband to go out
and invent baseball, maybe they
wouldn't have to put up with their
husbands watching it.

And the result is the easy-touse IBM Personal System/2!
With its preloaded software,
including Microsoft* Windows'" 3.0, just turn on the
PS/2' and you're ready to go. Watch your ideas quickly
come to life in papers, graphics, lab reports and even
spreadsheets.
Plus, you can easily work on more than one proIt was easy making the
ject at a time. Simply click your mouse to choose from IBM PS/2 easy to use.
a variety of programs. And our special student price
You told us how and
makes it easier to own*
we listened.

m

*

•
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IBM has several new PS/2 systems available at
a considerable discount to Liberty University
students, faculty and staff. High speed loans
are available. For more information, please
contact Eric Fleegal, IBM collegiate
representative, at 582-4370.
'This otter is available only lo qualified students, (acuity, stall and institutions that purchase IBM Selected Academic Solutions through participating campus locations Orders aie
subject to availability Prices are subject to change and IBM may withdraw the otter at any time without written notice "Valid lor any TWA destination m the continental US or Puerto
Rtco tor travel September '6,1990. through December 19,1991. at the following round trip tares $14900 round trip tor travel tiom September 16,1990, through June 14,1991, and
September 16 199V through December 19.1991 $249 00 round trip lor travel June 15,199V through September 15.1991 Seats are limited Fare is (ion refundable 14 day advance
purchase, blackout dates and certain otlier restrictions apply Complete details will be shown on certificate Applicants lor TWA's Getaway Student Discount Card must be lull lime
students between the ages ot 16*26 "-IBM, Personal System/2 and PS/2 are registered trademarks o< International Business Machines Corporation Micoisolt is a registered
Iradftm&rfc of Microsoft Corporation 1WA is a registered service mark ol Trans World Airlines, Inc TWA Getaway is a registered trademark ol Trans World Airlines, Inc PRODIGY is a
registered servicemark and trademark ol Prodigy Services Company, a parlnerslupof IBM and Sears '"Windows is a trademark ul Miciosolt Corporation
IBM Coiporation 1990
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We love you Tommy
Barlett very much; butta you're slouching.

. CARS • TRUCKS • MOVING VANS • PASSENGER VANS • RV

Jill Marie,
Vour more than I had hoped for
you're all I'll ever need
And the feelings that I have for you
My Dearesi Lisa,
Are more than I had dreamed
Larry - I love you
I'm so glad your my
I need you for all time
forever! Thank you for
valentine!
Please
tell me that you'll stay
I love you, Dreepy making my life wonderful!
Please
tell me that we'll be together
Suzi
Each and everyday.
Twinkle Toes, will you be
Snortyblog,
Mark
my Valentine?
Be my twelve-toed
valentine! I love you!
Jill
Mile Eolith
Voulez-vous etre ma
Dear Melody,
valentine
ce solr?
Thanks for your
Love,
Sanusi
friendship and the melody
you bring to my life. You
are truly special to,
today and always.
Happy Valentine's Day
Love, Rob
Susan,
You deserve the best!
future partner
Don't settle for anything
This is the time for dreaming of Spring
less! Hold on-it'll
and someone of hopefully something will soon begin.
happen!
Thinking of companion Dogwood trees,
Luv, Your QUAD
Whose to say you and I were never meant to be?
Becky Jane,
WTufe tense, never - usany a fallacy
Happy Valentine's Day,
So why procrastinate?
Honey! I love you!
I'm working toward that elusive creative word - a date
Goober
Galadria Noelle BodHen,
Though definitions may vary,
Thank you for loving
the thought of you and I is scary,
me!
Hove you!
but with that I beg to differ.
Dan Knisley
It's quite conceivable for us to spend some time, Dave, Pam, Amy, Brian, Erik:
A positive outlook and being kind is a good start, Wish I could be at LU with all
Valentine.
of you. Miss you lots! See
Thinking Positive, The Jogger
you at the next LUBIOC
Superman, Aquaman,
outing
Wonder Woman, Pinky,
Love, Ruth
Peter darling,
flipper, etc. If you people
It is you and me! You
only knew!
To my very best friend Mike Eddy
have my entire heart!
What are ygu_ doing the
From Rebecca your faithful steady,
rest of your life? I love
Your love is so sweet,
you MS,
You made me complete,
Cassandra
But stay away from my brother - in
- law's Chevy

LONG-TERM LEASING AVAILABLE
ALL MAKES • DOMESTIC OR FOREIGN
OLD FOREST RD. 4 RT. 221

9

365*5101
Radisson Hotel
Lynchburg
Centrally Located Downtown
• 243 Elegant Rooms
• Relaxing Lounge
With Nightly Entertainment
• Enjoy Local Flavor in the Country
Setting of Jefferson's Restaurant
"FOR RESERVATIONS CALL'

V

LOCAL HOTELS

Radisson Hotels - Lynchburg
6 0 1 Main St

528-2500

OUT OF TOWN RESERVATIONS
Radisson Hotels

Toll Free - Dial " 1 " & Then. . 8 0 0 - 3 3 3 - 3 3 3 3

l*uwauet/
Air Tickets
Cruises
Rental Cars

Amtrak
Tours
Hotels
STUDENTS, FACULTY & STAFF

Let our travel professionals
help with all your travel needs

804-237-8087

a?

7212 Tlmberlake Rd.
We are located in the DeMoss Bldg.

582-2854
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FREE DR PEPPER!
PURCHASE ONE CHICK-FIL-A VALUE MEAL" AND GET
A FREE 14-OZ. DR PEPPER WITH THIS COUPON. Value
Meal'" includes 1 or 2 Chick-fil-A Sandwiches or 8 or 12-pack
Chick-fil-A Nuggets'", Waffle Potato Fries™ and coleslaw. Coupon
not good with any other offer. One coupon per person per visit.
Expires 6-30-91
Closed Sundays
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RIVER RIDGE MALL

SAVE $1.00!

SAVE $1.00 WHEN YOU BUY 2 CHICK-FIL-A VALUE
MEALS'" WITH THIS COUPON. Value Meal" includes
1 or 2 Chick-fil-A Sandwiches or 8 or 12-pack Chick-fil-A
Nuggets'", Waffle Potato Fries'" and coleslaw. Coupon not good
with any other offer. One coupon per person per visit.
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At gPBEN$(we don't like to
see people eating alone...
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Closed Sundays
RIVER RIDGE MALL
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SAVE 254
ON YOUR NEXT PURCHASE OF A CHICK-FIL-A®
VALUE MEAL WITH THIS COUPON.
Chick-fil-A* Value Meal includes I or 2 Chick-fil-A® Chicken Sandwiches or
Chargrilled Chicken Sandwiches'" or an 8 or 12 pack of Chick-fil-A Nuggets®
regular Waffle Potato Fries, and cole slaw. Coupon not good with any other
offer. Limit one Value Meal per coupon. One coupon per person per visit.
Expires 6-30-91
Closed Sundays.

So, bring your sweatheart,
and their dinner and
I* ice cream is o n u s !
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RIVER RIDGE MALL

FREE ICECREAMV

<$>

PURCHASE ONE CHICK-FIL-A VALUE MEAL" AND GFT A
FREE 8-OZ. CUP OF ICEDREAM'" WITH THIS COUPON. Value
Meal includes I or 2 Chick-fil-A Sandwiches or 8 or 12-naek Chick-fil A
Nuggets'", Waffle Potato Fries'" and coleslaw. Coupon n o . ^ d with any
other otrer. One coupon per person per visit.
Expires 6-30-91
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Closed Sundays
L,

Buy any sandwich and ice cream combination and get
another combination of equal or lesser value free!

Swenson's
The Plaza
Lynchburg
r

I

r

ALL

You CAN EAT!

CHICK-FIL-A SANDWICHESfli.69EACH

r
FREE
j_

RIVER RIDGE MALL

Buy one dinner and ice
cream combination,
get one free.

PURCHASE ALL THE CHICK-FIL-A SANDWICHES
YOU CAN EAT FOR $1.69 EACH WITH THIS
COUPON. Coupon nol good with any other offer.
One coupon per person per visit.
Expires 6 . 3 0 . y |
Closed Sundays

RIVER RIDGE MALI.
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Campus clubs plan
numerous activities
for spring semester
By KIM DAVIS
Special to the Champion

Campus clubs provide a way for
students to become involved in a
variety of areas, ranging from politics to community service.
Circle K
The Circle K club has many events
scheduled for the spring semester,
including a bloodmobile (Feb. 1213), a career night sponsored by the
Lynchburg Kiwanis and the district
convention, which will be held at the
University of Delaware.
Involvement is the key word for
Circle K members. Club President
Mark East said: "We don't sit around
and debate our options. We get out
and get involved."
Recently, the club decided to do its
part in supporting the troops in the
Middle East by forming a letter-writing campaign. This campaign joined
those of area Key Clubs from E.C.
Glass, Holy Cross, and Brookville
High School to send a combined
total of more than 5,000 letters to the
Gulf.
College Republicans
The College Republicans, who
recently participated in a support the
troops rally at Washington & Lee,
University, have numerous activities
planned for the spring semester,
including the College Republican
State Convention in Harrisonburg,
Va. (Feb. 23).
The National Convention, which
is held every two years, is scheduled
for June in Dallas. During this time
attenders form a national platform,
present resolutions, elect new officers and participate in workshops.
The workshops teach various things
such as how to form an organization
and how to run a campaign.
In the past, the club has traveled to

the North Carolina cities of WinstonSalem, Raleigh, Charlotte and
Greensboro. They have also been
able to meet with leaders such as
Rep. Bob Doman and Oliver North.
The highlight of the CR' s year was
working for North Carolina Sen.
Jesse Helms. A group of approximately 22 students made a total of
four weekend trips to Washington
D.C.
Liberators for Life
A nationwide rally for life, which
is tentatively scheduled for April in
Washington, D.C, is the major event
on the calendar of LU's Liberators
for Life club.
"It's an unreal feeling to stand
there and look across at people as far
as you can see and know that you are
not in thefightalone," Amy Gott, political science major and active member of the club, said.
Liberators for Life began at Liberty in 1988 but was not recognized
as a club until a year later. Gott said
that it is a great opportunity for students to get involved and make a difference.
"Many people have convictions
but never get the opportunity to do
anything about it," she said. "You
have to respect anyone who has convictions and puts those convictions
into action."
The club has been involved in several rallies and Operation Rescue
demonstrations, which provide support for the pro-life movement in active ways. The club also distributes
informational literature at these rallies, Gott said.
Liberators for Life, which has approximately 80 members, has had to
overcome numerous obstacles durSee Clubs, Page 6

By HEATHER BAUGH

A band from E.C. Glass High School took time to perform at River Ridge Mall Saturday, Feb. 8. The band
provided an alternative to shopping tor the many "mallies" who stopped to listen,
photo by Stove Wtighl

Red Cross, Circle K hope
to raise blood for troops
Vines Center to host bloodmobile for the first time
By Jenny Roth
Special to the Champion

For the first time the Red Cross
blood mobile, sponsored by the Circle
K club, will be held in the Vine Center
Feb. 13th, 11-5 p.m. and 14th, 10-4
p.m.
In the past the bloodmobile has
been held in a narrow hall of DeMoss
Hall. A spokesman for the Red Cross
said they hope to collect 120 pints of
blood each day.
Mark East, president of the Circle
K , believes it should be more comfortable for the people who donate
blood because there will be more room
to move around in the Vine Center,
and the process to give blood will
move faster.
However, he is afraid that people

will not remember to donate blood
because of the location. "I'mworried
people will sign up and then forget to
go over to the Vine Center." East said.
East also said that the Circle K club
is trying to make this the best event
yet because of the war in the Middle
East.
Blood donations are higher than
average because of the war, but the
supply of blood is still low, East said.
"If they don't sign up for any other
reason, they should do it because one
of our servicemen may need our

Muffler Shop

1018 Fifth St.

385-8966

528-2333
845-5963
Hours M - F 7:30 - 5:00
Sat 8:00 - 12:00
STATE INSPECTION STATION
27 ON CAMPUS LOCATIONS

©tie Neuia $c fiailg Afcuance
"WE'RE WORTH THE TIME"
PHONE 385-5440

101 WYNDALE DRIVE

dDimbcrlaUe
JHotel
Psalm 91
CABLE/COLOR TV/HBO/HEATED POOL
AAA APPROVED
HONEYMOON SUITE AVAILABLE
-TSAIAH 32:18
5 MINUTES
41 UNITS
TO LU.
U.S. 460 WEST
525-2160

SAL'S ITALIA RESTAURANT
&

MONDAY

February 11
Seminar &
Movie

SEMINAR: "What ia Date Acquaintance Rape"
by Angela Luak
Rape Companion Program
3:30 p.m.
DCMOMIU

SEMINAR: "Recovery tor the Rape Victim"
by Dr. Ron Hawkina & Dr. Miriam Stark
Liberty University
330 [•.in.
DcMoia 144

MOVIE: "Without Her Conaent"
8:30 pjn.
David"s Place - Multi-purpose room

MOVIE: "Without Her Conaent"
9:00 p.m.
DcMoaa 160

TUESDAY

February 12
Seminar A
Movie

SEMINAR: "Campua Rape Prevention"
by Angela Luak
Rape Convention Program
3 3 0 pjn.
DeMosa 144

SEMINAR: "Developing Proper Dating
Rclationahipa"
by Dane Emerick
Liberty University
330 pjn.
DeMoss 144

MOVIE: When Ilea Not a Stranger'
8 3 0 pjn.
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• FREE ESTIMATES •
• SENIOR CITIZEN DISCOUNTS«
NORMA BLANKENSHIP
OWNER

OUR SPECIALTY SERVICES
• PAINTING
EXTERIOR/INTERIOR
COMMERCIAL CLEANING
• CARPET CLEANING
• OFFICES • BANKS • SHOPS
WINDOWS
• CHURCHES • INDUSTRIAL
RESIDENTIAL PROGRAM
ONLY A PROFESSIONAL. PERSONABLE, TRAINED INDIVIDUAL
WILL COME TO MEET YOUR CLEANING NEEDS
NO CREWSII

M U S I C . . . books & gifts

CHRISTIAN MUSIC
- our business
8.88 . W o r d c a s s e t t e s
11.8" - w o r d C D ' s
• AC
• Music Books

Books (Top)
Bibles

• Cards
• Gifts
T-Shirts

NEW CANDLERS STATION - OCT. - 90
WALKING DISTANCE OF LU CAMPUS

NOW: CALL
239-2250

LYNCHBURG BOWL
BEHIND DAYS INN

HOME OF LIBERTY FRIDAY NIGHT SUPER BOWL

528-BOWL
(528-2695)

Arthur's
%

Cart

10% DISCOUNT ON ALL CASH AND CARRY
PURCHASES WITH L.U.I.D. CARD
STORE CHARGE - MAJOR CREDIT CARDS
7701 TIMBERLAKE RD
TIMBERLAKE PLAZA

W0LFFE BEULARIUM S
A
R-UVA Tanning Beds
Toning Tables

10°/o DISCOUNT
WITH L.U. I.D.

Call for Appointment
Walk-Ins Welcomed

Body Wraps Avauauie
River James Shopping Center
Madleon Heights, VA

&
Tire &
Auto Repair, Inc.

OPEN DAILY

846-8282

LOUNGE
THE GREATEST SALAD BAR IN LYNCHBURG
WITH 66 ITEMS
FORT HILL VILLAGE
237-6256

Mon - Fri
8:00-6:00
• Sat
Till 2:00

WATERLICK PLAZA
239-2629

239-9507

T0NE-N-TAN
&
FUTURE SHAPE
FIGURE SALONS
(No Sweat Exercise)
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"Where Quality
Costs No More"
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Rape U by far the most
prevalent, serious violent
crime committed against
women. The extreme
vulnerability of college age
I women to this type of
I criminal violence was
I illustrated in a recent survey
I of over 6,000 college-aged
I women. In this study, one out
I of six women reported having
I been a victim of rape or
• attemptedrapeduring the
• previous year. Although
• some assults are commited by
' strangers, the majority are
' perpetrated by someone the
' victim knows. These assults
' are called "Acquaintance
1
Rapes."

February 14
Seminar

THURSDAY

385-7014

WORD

February 13
Seminar &
Movie

WEDNESDAY

COLLEGE PARK
AUTOMOTIVE INC.

COMPLETE FOREIGN & DOMESTIC SERVICE
WE SPECIALIZE IN:
"I AM
THIRD"

• IMPORTS
• AIR CONDITIONING
• MOTOR HOMES (RVS)
• TRANSMISSIONS
• FOUR WHEEL DRIVES
• STATE INSPECTIONS
• 24 HOUR TOWING SERVICE

~e

239-4225 P3

1400 WARDS FERRY ROAD » 385-8502 (nights)

Brakes • Tune-Up
Exhaust • Alignment
A/C • Fleet Service
State Inspection

CHIROPRACTIC HEALTH
CENTER, INC.
^

FAST FRIENDLY SERVICE

LOCALLY OWNED & OPERATED BY SAL VITALE

5006 BOONSBORO RD.
384-3400

blood," East said.
There will be sign-up tables after
chapel on Feb. 11 and 13 and also
outside the cafeteria during lunch and
dinner on Feb. 12.
East said that there is also need for
people to help with the actual blood
drive. Volunteers who want to help or
give blood can sign up and get literature concerning the process at one of
the tables.
Red Cross representatives have said
that the war could cause serious shortages in the national blood supply.

Liberty University is sponsoring a
Date/Acquaintance Rape Awareness
Week Feb. 11-14 in order to educate
Liberty students about rape and its
increasing occurrences.
One out of eight female college
students have experienced date/acquaintance rape, Channel 13 claimed
recently. This number is especially
high among freshmen, because they
are more vulnerable and tend to be
more trusting, Anne Welborn, a supervisor and organizer of Date/Acquaintance Rape Awareness Week, said.
Liberty is not exempt from any of
these statistics. Although there have
been no confirmed rapes on campus,
there have been instances of "guys
taking liberties that the girls did not
approve of," Jon Purple, dean of students, said.
There will be seminars MondayThursday at3:30p.m. in DH144. The
movie "Without Her Consent" will be
shown in David's Place Monday at
8:30 p.m. and Wednesday at 9 p.m.
The movie "When He's Not a
Stranger" will also be presented in
David's Place Tuesday at 8:30 p.m.
Liberty hopes to educate women to
not trust men that they barely know
and to teach men to respect women
and their wishes, Welborn said.
"Everybody, including men, is affected by this crime that is prevalent
on college campuses today. Every
victim is someone's mother, sister,
girlfriend or wife," Welborn said.

Date/Acquaintance Rape Awareness Week

KERR TIRE & AUTOMOTIVE

Rt. 221

LU plans
date rape
awareness
week
Champiom Reporter

Your Life
LIVING WILL
Your Choice
The Supreme Court of the United Slates in a recent landmark case ruled that there is a constitutional basis for the right to refuse
medical treatment.
You probably read or heard the news story about NANCY CRUZAN. She was the young woman, who at the age of 26 was in an
automobile accident and suffered brain damage. The young woman was kept alive through a feeding tube in a comatose condition for
seven years, with no medical hope of recovery.
Her medical costs were $112,000.00 a year.
DON'T LET THIS HAPPEN TO YOU!!!
Being kept artificially alive burdens your loved ones with excessive and unnecessary medical bill. After two medical doctors certify
there is no hope for recovery and death is imminent, you may wish to discontinue life support.
An attorney, with over 30 years legal experience, has prepared this easy to complete "LIVING WILL" form.
This "LIVING WILL" form will prepare you for the unexpected and protect your family from unneeded expenses.
SPECIAL OFFER: You may now purchase the "LIVING WILL" form for only $10 and you will be able to instruct your attending
physician and family of your desire and wish in the event you are ever faced with this type of situation.
FREE: One extra "LIVING WILL" form with each purchase. Give one to your spouse, loved one or friend. Be prepared now.
If for any reason, you are not satisfied with the "LIVING WILL", just return it within 30 days for a 100% GUARANTEED money
refund.
Send check or money order to: GILMAN PUBLISHING COMPANY
P.O. BOX 11952
LYNCHBURG, VIRGINIA 24506

' 'Specializing in Quality Service & Low Prices''
A Full Line Of New & Retread Tires
All Types Of Mechanical Repairs
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SERVING LYNCHBURG SINCE 1973

ROBERT A. STICKLE D.C.

9640 Timberlake Road
Lynchburg, Virginia 24502
239-TIRE
WE ACCEPT
MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

.

"We accept only those
patients whom we
sincerely believe we
can help."

239-2243
239-ACHE

Progressive health care,
utilizing manipulation,
physical therapy,
exercise and nutrition at
reasonable rates.

8420 TIMBERLAKE RD LYNCHBURG
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Campus lighting is upgraded

Valentine's Day
features concert
and banquet

Senate bill leads to improvements; more lighting sought
By DAWN K. LOONEY
Champion Reporter

The LU maintenance staff completed the installation of lights around
half of the dorm circle Jan. 28.
Scott DeBoer, dorm 14 senator,
initiated the lighting proposal in the
student senate on Nov. 19. In his
resolution DeBoer stated, "Lighting
around campus is presently greatly
inadequate; and security is greatly
understaffed, allowing all forms of
mischief to increase in occurrence."
The senate bill asked that "lighting
around campus be maintained and/or
improved so that maximum pedes-

Him concert is open to everyone,
and a love offering will be taken
LU's annual Valentine's ban- to cover expenses.
quet will be held in the deli and the
4-Him is composed of Mark
main cafeteria Wednesday eve- Harris, Andy Chrisman, Kirk
ning, Feb. 13, followed by a free Sullivan and Marty MaGehee, all
concert by the musical quartet 4- alumni of the musical group
Him in the Multi-Purpose Center at TRUTH. Roger Breland, the
7:30 p.m.
founder of TRUTH, is credited
The banquet and concert have with the idea of forming 4-Him.
become a Valentine's Day tradiThe music of 4-Him varies
tion on campus. "I guess we from praise and worship and a
started it about three years ago," cappella to bright pop arrangeDean of Men Dane Emerick, who ments reminiscent of the group
coordinates student activities this Chicago. "We are not your typical
year, said. "Marriott wanted to do quartet," Harris said. "We really
a Valentine's dinner, and we feel as though our concert relates
wanted to correlate it with our to everyone who attends in one
Wednesday night service because way or another."
we've changed our service to a
"They are probably one of the
concert," he said.
best free concerts that we will
The meal will be served in regu- have," Brad McNeill, SGA's vice
lar cafeteria style, but the atmos- president of activities, said. "I
phere will be one of elegant dining. think the turnout will be really
A Marriott representative said good."
the menu for the evening will be
Emerick also expects a good
cream of broccoli soup; baked turnout for the concert. "It's takstuffed fish with Newburg sauce; ing the place of the Wednesday
turkey cutlet with Copenhagen night service, so we expect the
sauce; veal Parmesan; rice pilaf; students to attend," he said.
green beans almandine; whole kerEmerick spoke of student innel corn and strawberry cheese- volvement as "up and down." He
cake.
said, "I'm just praying that the
The dinner is free to dorm stu- students will stick behind us bedents with ID. The cost to all cause the thing that guarantees
others will be $6 plus tax. The 4- concerts is a good turnout."

By AMANDA SCHWEINSBURG
Special to the Champion
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2 0 % OFF Valentines Day Gifts & Cards
Food 'n Fun
2150 Airport Rd.
Airport Market Center
239-1845
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Cards
Drinks
Snacks
Balloons

trian safety is insured" and that "security be allowed to increase its manpower so as to provide adequate staffing, thus improving the security offered to each student." In regard to
the cost of the measure DeBoer stated
that the expenses should "be added
without consideration being given to
cost but rather to the safety of all
students."
J. O. Renalds, director of field operations, said that the cost of the installation cannot be totalled until all
the figures are in.
DeBoer's idea for the proposal
came from his "own experiences

from living on campus and hearing on the campus, but I'm sorry that it
people talk about it (inadequate light- took so long and bad incidents haping), and people on the hall complain- pened before the lights were finally
ing that it was dark around the dorm installed."
In addition to the students, the
circle."
Last Thursday DeBoer proposed administration has reportedly
legislation to extend the dorm circle responded positively to the lighting
lighting to the side facing 1-29 south. bill. MelondeeNewby.vicepresident
" Hopefully, it' 11 be donerightaway," of SGA,said,"Theadministration was
DeBoer said of the additional light- pretty responsive to the needs of the
students."
ing.
DeBoersaid.'Tt'sbeengood. They
The LU student body has responded
positively to the improvements. Amy (the administration) have been more
Perkins, a frequent jogger on campus, responsive after there's been rumors
said,"SGA has made a smart move. I of unconfirmed incidences. It's a step
feel that safety is once again a priority in the right direction."

— Clubs
1991-92 school year. "Nothing is
ing the 1990-91 school year, definite yet, but we have begun planincluding opposition and harassment ning for it," Gott said. "We hope to
provide students with valuable inforfrom students.
"In some instances, we've had stu- mation on abortion and what the prodents throw our literature on the floor life movement is doing."
and make very rude comments because of our involvement with Op- Y o u t h Q u e s t
eration Rescue," Gott said.
YouthQuest, the largest club on
Another setback for the club was campus with approximately 600
the loss of president Laura Stebbins, members, is a club dedicated to
who did not return this semester be- teens. The club provides avenues of
ministry for students of all majors.
cause of illness.
Among their plans for next year,
During spring break, YouthQuest
Gott said the club would like to or- will take one group of students to
ganize a pro-life week during the Florida and one group to New York.

The Florida group will be participating in Clearwater Beach Alive, a
beach evangelism program. The
group will also be working with First
Baptist Church of Indian Rock in
Florida.
The New York group will be
doing street evangelism. One singing team and one drama team will
travel with each group.
The annual King's Dominion
trips are scheduled for April 13 and
20. Members will be working with
Thomas Road Baptist Church to provide leadership and bus workers.
Youth Emphasis week will be

Continued from Page 5
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Wanda's Cake Creations
Cakes for any occasion:
birthdays, weddings,
showers, anniversaries, or
just delicious eating!
Available in a variety of
flavors and frostings!
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During the non-snow off season the U.S. Women's Alpine Ski Team
members used the "Ski Team" diet to lose 20 pounds in two weeks. That's right—
20poundsinl4 days! The basis of thediet is chemical food action and was devised
by a famous Colorado physician especially for the U.S. Ski Team. Normal energy
is maintained (very important!) while reducing. You keep "full" —no starvation
—because the diet is designed that way. It's a diet that is easy to follow whether
you work, travel or stay at home.
This is, honestly, a fantastically successful diet. If it weren't, the U.S.
Women's Ski Team wouldn't be permitted to use it! Right? So, give yourself the
same break the U.S. Ski Team gets. Lose weight the scientific, proven way. Even
if you've tried all the other diets, you owe it to yourself to try the U.S. Women's Ski
Team Diet. That is, if you really do want to lose 20 pounds in two weeks. Order
today. Tear this out as a reminder.
Sendonly $10.00 ($10.50 for Rush Service)- to: SlimQulk, P.O.Box 103,
Dept. 2R, Hayden, ID 83835. Don't order unless you want to lose 20 pounds in
two weeks! Because that's what the Ski Team Diet will do. © 1990

! Student Aid.!

Free delivery to LU campus! 846-CAKE (846-2253)
—

BSgJBi

Famous U.S. Women's Ski Team Diet

FEBRUARY SPECIAL
Have a delicious heart
shaped cake baked,
decorated and personalized
especially for your
Valentine! $6.00 ^

1

We also bake pies and cookies!!

ol
NJ

LOSE 20 POUNDS
IN TWO WEEKS!

April 7-13. The scheduled speakers
are Andy Stanley, Jack Wyrtzen,
Gordon Luff and Gary Hunt.
"Our main goal is to reach as many
kids as effectively as possible,"
Kristen Matthews, administrative assistant to the director of YouthQuest
teams, said. "Our emphasis is on
being personal, being one-on-one.
It's a good way to show them we
care."
The club consists of two singing
teams, two drama teams, a
gymnastics team, a prayer and encouragement team, and a KidsQuest
team, which works with puppets.

Show your Colors
wear Red, White and Blue to

Support Our Troops Night
at the Vines Center

Ski Massanutten after 12:30 p.m. on Monday and Friday and
you'll receive some money-saving financial assistance. Show
us your valid college ID—full or part time—and purchase your
lift ticket for just $12 and rent your equipmentfor$10.
Bring us this ad and we'll aid you even more with an
additional $2 off your lift ticket.
Sofindsome friends, tear out this ad and come to
Massanutten on Monday or Friday. You'll enjoy the best twilight skiing value in the area when you ski our two new slopes
andrideour new "Quad" chairlift for just $10.

Doubleheader Basketball Feb. 14
6:00 Lady Flames vs. Richmond
7:30 LU vs. East Tennessee St.
•East Tennessee is ranked 11th in the nation.
•1st 200 couples through the door at 7:30 p.m.
receive a carnation.
•Eric Green (LU's 1st round draft pick of the
Pittsburgh Steelers) will be available to sign

MASSANUTTEN
10 Miles East of Harrisonburg.Virginia on Route 33
Valid 1991 Ski Season only. May not be used with other discounts.
dis
Not available on holidays.
days. f
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COBBLER'S
BOOT SHOP

^
*

"A Family Tradition"
35 Years of Service
Largest Shoe Repair
Service in Central

Virginia
Specialize

In Leather,

G R ^ D S T ^ F S *\
TREE SERVICE
COMPLETE TREE CARE

Lower Level
The Plaza
Lynchburg, Virginia

• QUALITY TREE CARE AT REASONABLE RATES
• SPECIALIZING IN HARD TO REMOVE TREES

846-0542

FREE ESTIMATES

Boots & Shoe

FOREIGN OR AMERICAN
COMPLETE EXHAUST SYSTEMS - INSTALLATION & REPAIR
CUSTOM PIPE BENDING • DUAL EXHAUST
SHOCKS • OIL & LUBE

%

FULL TIME MECHANIC ON DUTY
FOR ALL TYPE GENERAL REPAIRS
AIR CONDITIONING • BRAKES • TUNE-UPS

239-7979

239-3060

5210 FORT AVE.

MASTERCARD

Accessories

CHRISTIAN BOOK SHOP INC

COMPLETE LINE OF
NURSERY STOCK
CREATIVE DESIGN

/QiMurr

At The Plaza
The Place For Your Christian Music

GREASE
MONKEY/

-COURTEOUS SEFNICE-

BOOKS • BIBLES • GIFTS • RECORDS & TAPES • JEWELRY

10% DISCOUNT FACULTY, STAFF, STUDENTS
WITH LU I.D. CARD

FULL SERVICE
IN 10 MINUTES, WELL:
D CHANGE OIL
• REPLACE OIL FILTER
nwwnuMiMnoi
D LUBRICATE CHASSIS
D CHECK/FILL TRANSMISSION
2735 W A R D S R O A D
D CHECK/FILL BRAKE FLUID
Opposite Soulhport Mall
D ADJUST TIRE PRESSURE
237-1968
D VACUUM INTERIOR
D WASH WINDOWS ON OUTSIDE
D CHECK/FILL DIFFERENTIAL
• CHECK/FILL WINDSHIELD WASHERS
O CHECK/FILL POWER STEERING
D CHECK WIPER BLADES
A Complete Service Check Up Makes
Driving A Pleasure For You & Your Car!

(V/i MILES OFF US 4 M ON HT 711 IN THE NEW LONDON AREA)

OWNED & OPERATED BY:
STEVE WILKERSON

RT 1. BOX 313, FOREST

NEW OWNERSHIP

CALL OR COME BY 525-3107

846-6679

ACS TRANSMISSIONS INC.
IF ITS A TRANSMISSION - WE CAN FIX IT
1 DAY SERVICE
(In Most Cases)
LOCALLY OWNED & OPERATED
INSTALLATION - REPAIR - REBUILDING
AMERICAN & FOREIGN
4913 RICHMOND HIGHWAY
ROUTE 460E.

Can't Beat
The Feeling!
LYNCHBURG COCA-COLA BOTTLING
3720 COHEN PLACE
LYNCHBURG, VA 24506

(804) 845-4595
1-800-356-2039

SERVING ONLY USDA
CHOICE MEATS
B A N Q U E T FACILITIES FOR 1 0 - 1 3 0
PEOPLE

TOWN
I G 8 4 6 - 4 6 7 1 R0AO TEST

2731 W A R D S RD. (29 S-) AT RIVER

RIOGE ENTRANCE

I""

LINK ROAD PHARMACY

•~i

r

ON PRESCRIPTIONS • HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS
TO ALL LIBERTY UNIVERSITY FACULTY
STAFF AND STUDENTS WITH THIS COUPON

• DRY CLEANING & SHIRT LAUNDRY
• REPAIRS & ALTERATIONS
• SHOE REPAIR
• TUXEDO RENTAL
58Z-2UdU
Located in D e M o s s Lounge • Hours: 7:30-4, M-F

IIAMIOPM

—I

FORT HILL BOWLING CENTER

c
o
u

10% DISCOUNT

DRY CLEANING SERVICE

SERVING DAILY LUNCH & DINNER FROM

p

o

FORT HILL VILLAGE SHOPPING CENTER
LYNCHBURG. VIRGINIA 24502
804-239-9261

G o o d for One Free Game
of Open
Bowling

N
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o
u
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o
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FREE DELIVERY

STUDENTS • FACULTY • STAFF

L_

CORNER OF LINK & OLD FOREST ROAD

384-5311

NOT VALID IN LEAGUE
OR TOURNAMENT PLAY

_J l _ .
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Flames
Feedback
Marvin Hamlett

Hall never
promised Pete
a Rose garden

sports
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Thursday niaht showdown!

Flames fall to MSU, will now
face nationally-ranked ETSU
By MARVIN HAMLETT

right in it. But their experience was
Sports Editor
too much."
Morehcad State used a 17-5 run
Morehcad State built its secondmidway through the second half half lead to 13 with 40 seconds left.
Wednesday to break open a close Hildebrand hit five treys in the half to
game and held on to defeat Liberty, pace the Flames, 4-19.
77-70.
Again free-throw shooting was a
Flames freshman guard Matthew problem for Liberty as it hit only 12 of
Hildebrand scored two of his career- 19 (63 percent). Morehead Stateoutrehigh 23 points when he hit a jumper in bounded the Flames 40-34.
the lane which gave LU a 47-46 lead
Liberty came out of the blocks fast
with 14:12 remaining in the game. in the first half, grabbing a 10-4 lead
But MSU pulled away as Liberty as Coleman and Nwosu were domiwent through their habitual second- nating the paint. But successive threehalf shooting slump and forward Ju- pointers by MSU's P.J. Nichols tied
lius Nwosu fouled out with more than the score at 10.
12 minutes left.
The two teams swapped baskets for
"We played with them for a while," the rest of the half until Morehead
LU center Mike Coleman said. State scored six of the half's final
"Morehead was a game we could have eight points to carry a seven-point
won."
lead into intermission.
After trailing 36-29 at halftime,
Morehead State was paced by a
Liberty began to get hot. Hildebrand balanced scoring attack as Brian Miller
opened up the second-half scoring by scored 15 points, Rod Mitchell and
nailing three-pointers on the first two Brett Roberts had 14 apiece, and Pat
possessions. Freshman guard Chris Tubbs and Nichols added 12 each.
Toomer followed suit as he also hit a
The Flames return home Thursday
trey to cut the score to 40-38.
nightat7:30 for theironly gameof the
It appeared that the Flames had week as they face nationally-ranked
gathered all of the momentum when Top 10 opponent, East Tennessee
Coleman (20 points, eight rebounds) State University, in the Vines Center.
slam-dunked and was fouled. The But despite going in as a heavy unensuing free throw pulled the Flames derdog, the Flames feel they can upset
to 44-43. Another Coleman basket the Buccaneers.
gave Liberty its first lead of the sec"I believe we can win," sophomore
ond half, 45-44.
forward Danny Pratt said. "We have
"We went in down seven at the size advantage, and if we can get
halftime,"
Hildebrand said. "But I the ball inside, they can't stop us."
Liberty sophomore Julius Nwosu slams down a follow-up in a game
came
out
and
hit a couple of treys and
Coleman feels the loss to Moreearlier this year. The Flames will need a few dunks if they are to uspet
1010
Chris
(Toomer)
hit
one
and
we
were
head
State could be a building block
ETSU Thursday night in the Vines Center.
Pfy Jeffrey A. cota

leading up to the ETSU game. "Hopefully, this will be one of those losses
that will motivate us. We're playing a
Top 20 team, and it's the biggest
game of my career," Coleman said.
"If we can get it inside, a lot of things
can happen."
Although the Flames will own the
paint on offense, the key to the game
will be defense outside the paint. The
Buccaneers are led by three-point
specialist Keith "Mister" Jennings,
who runs their show. Jennings is
shooting near 60 percent from beyond the three-point line and can also
hurt his opponent with assists. Last
week, he dished off a school-record
with 18 assists in a blowout win over
Belmont-Abbey.
"Defensively, we have to control
Mister Jennings and make some big
plays," Hildebrand said. "We also
need great ball possession and ballhandling."

"Rose rounds third, and he's
heading home! The throw'scoming
in. Rose dives headfirst into Fosse,
and . . . he's safe!"
In perhaps the most dramatic
ending ever in an All-Star game in
any sport, Cincinnati Reds second
baseman Pete Rose collided with
American League catcher and good
friend Ray Fosse in the 12th inning.
Fosse went in one direction, the ball
went another direction, and Charlie
Hustle went in the right direction:
across home plate.
The National League won that
memorable 1970 All-Star game 5-4
after trailing 4-1 in the ninth. Rose
was in the prime of a career which
Liberty (70)
would go down in history as one of
Nwosu 3-6 0-0 6, Miller 1 -2 0-0 2, Toomer
the greatest in Major League his1 -5 0-0 3, Hildebrand 9-17 0-0 23, Anthony
1 -5 0-0 2, Bloom 1 -8 0-0 3, Coleman 6-8 8tory.
13 20, Yates 1-3 0-0 3, Pratt 2-6 4-6 8.
Now, however, Rose is riot reTotals 25-60 12-19 70
membered for his tremendous exMorehead State (77)
ploits on the field. Last Monday,
Tubbs 4-7 2-212, Riffe 0-00-20, Nichols
5-11 0-0 12, Miller 5-12 5-7 15, Wheeler 0baseball's Hall of Fame in Cooper10-00, Roberts 6-120-014, Turner 3-4 0stown, N.Y., dealt a Major League
0 6, Gainer 1-4 0-0 2, Mitchell 6-12 2-2 14,
slap in the face to Rose. The Hall
Derozier 1-1 0-0 2. Totals 31-64 9-13 77
Halftime-MSU 36, LU 29.3-point goalsvoted 12-0 to not allow any ineliLU 8-22 (Toomer 1-4, Hildebrand 5-7,
gible players into its shrine. Rose is
Anthony 0--4, Bloom 1-5, Yates 1-2), MSU
the only living player on baseball's
6-18 (Tubbs 2-4, Nichols 2-7, Miller 0-2,
ineligible list.
Wheeler 0-1, Roberts 2-4), Rebounds-LU
34 (Coleman 8), MSU 40 (Roberts 12),
Rose was declared ineligible by
Assists-LU 11 (Toomer, Hildebrand 3),
the late A. Bartlett Giamatti last
MSU 15 (Tubbs 4), Tota fouls-LU 18, MSU
year when Rose was suspected of
17. A-1,250
gambling on the team he coached:
the Reds. And although Rose denied the charges, he still made an
agreement with Giamatti to place
him on the ineligible list.
But the heartless Hall of Fame
did not care about those things. Nor
did it care about the outstanding
career of Pete Rose. The only thing
By MIKE GATHMAN
the Hall of Fame proved by its vote
only scored one point in the match. win the match 15-14. This loss cost Bruce was not pleased with the win. record to 5-10. The overall general
was that it comprises a bunch of
Champion Reporter
The technical fall cost the Flames five the Flames three team points and set "I wrestled poor and should have consensus among the players and
hypocrites who have the wild idea
technical-failed him," he said. Nev- Shuler is that the Flames lost the
The Flames grapplers' lack of con- team points, and the score was now them back 23-12.
that the Hall's image is impeccable.
.JLU's rCraig Holiday then had a. ertheless, the Flames won, and the mental battle. In order to win they
centration contributed to their 29-19 I7 r 0.
There are a couple of reasons
Then Harrington earned theFlames' dominating win over Appalachian score was now 23-19 in favor of ASU needed to be concentrating constantly,
loss to Appalachian State in a dual
why I use the word "hypocrites."
they said.
meet Saturday in LU Gym which first six points of the day with an State's Chris Sanders. Holiday won going into the final match.
First of all, the hall's decision came
inspiring pin against Collins. The 18-6, and Sanders was hurting by the
All the Flames hopes of a win were
included two pins by each team.
The Flames grapplers began the
only days after accepting pitcher
LU fell behind 17-0 to start but two grapplers started to shove one end of the match. This win got the resting on a pin by heavyweight Matt week with a loss to North Carolina
Gaylord Perry into its elite group.
fought back to make the score 23-19 another as they were called out of Flames four team points and brought Kaminski. There was a pin, but in- State in which the only wrestler to get
Perry is an admitted rule-breaker in
stead it was Appalachian State's Paul a victory was senior Rodney Fisher.
before getting pinned in the final bounds during the match. Harrington the overall score to 23-16.
America's pastime. Perry even went
The wrestlers return to action SatThe Flames still had a win on their Mance who pinned Kaminski to prematch. "We didn't wrestle as well as said, "When we went out of bounds
as far as to say that he "never" threw
I know we could. We didn't wresde he came into me hard, so I shoved him minds as LU's Aaron Bruce defeated serve the win for his team. The loss urday against Coppin State, Bucknell
apitch that was legal. To me, Perry's
smart, and we had a lack of concentra- and he shoved me back. Maybe he Appalachian State's John Reynolds. sealed the Flames fate and cost them and Mansfield at Coppin State. The
problems are a lot more damaging.
tion for the whole match," LU wres- was mad because he couldn' t get out." Bruce, who started quickly and took six points as the final score was 29- next time the Flames grapplers will be
The two did shake hands at the end of the lead, fell behind and eventually 19.
home will be the March 1-2 regional
Another reason I call the Hall
tler Bob Harrington said.
the
match.
The
pin
gave
the
Flames
came
back
to
win
a
close
match
10-9.
"hypocrites" is that despite disalWhen asked if the team should have
The loss has dropped the Flames tournament.
six
points,
and
the
score
was
now
17lowing Rose from becoming a Hall
won,coach Don Shuler replied, "Yes.
of Famer, it still includes Pete Rose
They didn't wresde with their heads. 6.
memorabilia in its museum. As a
LU's Steve Dernlan and AppalaWhen you don't wrestle with your
matter of a fact, there are more Rose
head, a team that is weaker than you chian State's Adrian Hines had a battle
artifacts in the Hall than of any
in the 150-pound weightclass as Hines
can beat you."
other player to have played the game.
Most of LU's scoring came from won the match 3-2. This was a tough
In other words, he's good enough to
two pins. One was during a heated defeat as it took away some of the
lure tourists to spend money in the
match in which Harrington pinned momentum LU so desperately needed.
museum, but he's not good enough
Chad Collins of Appalachian State. This loss set the team score at 20-6.
Holiday then got the Flames six
to have his plaque on the wall.
This pin woke up a stagnant crowd of
more
points as he pinned Wilson. The
And nobody' s statistics can touch
about 150 people. The second pin
match
seemed to be routine, but then
Rose's. He batted .303 during his
was Christian Holiday over Heath
Holiday
picked Wilson up, slammed
24-year career and set records for
Wilson of Appalachian State with 35
him
to
the
mat, and pinned him with
hits (4,256), games (3,562), at-bats
seconds left in the second period.
35
seconds
left in the second period.
(14,053) and singles (3,215).
LU began the match with the 118This
win
gave
the Flames life as they
The most astounding of these
pound forfeit. This gave Appalachian
were
only
down
by eight points, 20records is that of the most hits. After
State an early 6-0 lead that they never
12.
all, 4,256 hits broke Ty Cobb's
relinquished.
The surprise of the day came when
seemingly unbreakable record
LU freshman Jon Maddox then
(4,191). Every hitter sets a goal for
started things for the Flames by get- LU's Rodney Fisher was nearly
a 200-hit season. It is a milestone of
ting pinned by Appalachian State's pinned twice and eventually lost to
sorts, similar to a pitcher's goal to
Jevon Morris with 1:22 left in the first Appalachian State's Bill Baker.
win 20 games in a season. So, theoperiod. This loss set the score back by Fisher, who was nearly pinned at the
beginning of the match, escaped and
retically, a player could have 200six more points, 12-0.
hit seasons for 21 straight years and
Appalachian State then got a tech- eventually took the lead. Then just
still not touch Rose's hit record. In
nical fall, which is when a wrestler before time expired to end the match,
fact, just to play 21 years is a rarity.
outscores his opponent by 15 points, Baker nearly pinned Fisher again.
I still remember a game in which
from Scott Beauchamp over LU's AlUiough he did not get the pin, Baker LU senior Rodney Fisher rides Appalachian State's Bill Baker during Saturday's dual meet. Baker upset
photo by jeffr.ys.smwi
he played and rewrote at least six
Bubba Ferguson. Bubba Ferguson got enough points to take the lead and Fisher 15-14, and dropped his record to 14-3.
Major League records, all in the
same game. In that game, Rose broke
his own records for games played,
most hits, at-bats, singles, multiplehit games and total bases.
I agree with what Detroit Tigers
manager Sparky Anderson said, "If
The Ferrum coach was impressed
Pete Rose isn't in the Hall of Fame,
By MARVIN HAMtETT <
Gedicks said. "But a few fans got out shot near the goal and cradled in a quarter.
with
the Flames* play, "Liberty's
there isn't a Hall of Fame."
roller
to
give
LU
a
3-0
lead.
Just
of
hand,
so
the
game
had
to
be
forDrain returned the fa vor to Gedicks
Sports Editor
got
a
lot of class,";! PC coach Jack
Rose is, without a doubt, the
minutes
later
it
was
Ferranto
again
feited,"
As Liberty's lacrosse team played
on a nearly identical play as Gedicks
Turner
said. "The)! just outplayed
greatest hitter I've ever seen. The
with
his
third
straight
goal
as
he
re*
But
not
even
outside
intervention
Ferrum College Saturday afternoon
bounced in a goal from 15 feet out.
us
today."
pain I felt as a result of the Hall of
bounded
for
another
goal,
and
LU
led
could
slow
down
the
Flames
as
they
in ascrimmage game, only one thing
The goal gave Liberty a 6-0 lead.
Fame's decision still enrages me. I
"Our guys love lib is team," LU
could stop theFlames: Ferrum fans. played anear-perfeeigame. LU fresh- 4-0.
The Flames were not finished as the
now know how Mudville felt when
assistant
coach Dart Rowling said,
Second-year
attacker
Chuck
Drain
man
Jeremy
Gray
opened
up
the
scorThe Flumes were dominating the
team constantly kept the ball in the
"mighty" Casey struck out in the
"It's
an
intense
rivalry,"
just
missed
a
goal
shortly
before
ing
in
the
first
quarter
with
a
breakaPanthers, 8*0, in the third quarter
offensive zone. Sophomore Mike
ninth.
The
team
receive*!
an early boost
hall
time,
but
the
referees
ruled
he
was
way
goal,
which
gave
LU
an
early
1when the officials had to stop the
Fisher drove to the left and slung in a
in
the
game
when
Liberty
ChanceL
So here's a tribute to Pete Rose,
using
the
crease.
Drain,
in
a
crowd,
•
plead;
game because of about 30 unruly
goal from about 30 feet out, giving
lor
Jen
y
Falwell
opened
up
the game
the greatest hustler to ever play the
pushed
in
the
shot,
but
it
was
clearly
But
the
Flames
were
not
finished
in
Panther fans who were yelling obLiberty a 7-0 lead.
with
prayer,
"It
waslgreat."
Gedicks
game and one of the greatest allwithin
the
goalkeeper's
lane.
the
quarter
as
senior
Ray
Ferranto
had
scenities and venturing onto Lhe
A minute later, LU senior transfer
said.
round players to ever step on the
But
Drain
would
not
have
to
wait''
a
steal
and
a
breakaway
goal
to
put
playing field at Liberty's North CamWayne Stiles responded in similar
diamond. The Hall may not forgive
The Flames play their next game
long fo get a goal as Gedicks gave bitn fashion with a 25-foot sling for LU's
Liberty up 2-0.
pus.
and forget, but true fans will always
Saturday
at 1 p.m. at North Campus
a
pass
in
traffic,
and
Drain
bounced
it
Ferranto continued his hot hand in
final goal and an 8-0 lead where the
"Ferrum had a good coach and a
relive and remember.
against
William
and Mary.
in
for
a
5-0
LU
lead
early
in
the
third
game ended.
great team," LU player/coach Mark the second quarter as he rebounded a

Grapplers come back after trailing 17-0,
but still fall to Appalachian State, 29-19

Unruly fans lead to Panther forfeit!

Liberty lacrosse trounces Ferrum, 1-0

n
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Flames

Clipboard

Men's indoor track showing
slow signs of progress

By Kevin Bloye

IBERTY

Win against 13th-ranked ETSU
would ease pain of 4-18 season

What could quickly and efficiently
heal almost every wound incurred
duririg this miserable 4-18 Liberty
basketball season? Try a win against
13th-ranked East Tennessee State in
the Vines Center Thursday night.
The Buccaneers, who crushed the
Flames 86-55 earlier this season in
Johnson City, Tenn., have been in the
NCAA tournament the past two years
and this season, are considered serious contenders for a Final Four appearance.
"Having a team of the caliber of
East Tennessee State playing here in
the Vines Center presents a great
challenge and opportunity for our
program," Liberty coach Jeff Meyer
stated. "This is a single-game shot
that could give our program a lot of
national credibility if we were to pull
the upset. People will have heard of
LU. But it will be a lot harder to do
than to talk about."
The Buccanneers are led by college basketballs' smallest big man ,
five-foot seven-inch senior Keith
"Mister" Jennings from Culpeper.Va.
Last week Jennings led the nation
with an astounding 68 percent threepoint field goal percentage, higher
than the Flames' 62 percent team
free-throw percentage. Jennings is
one of five seniors on a team that has
beaten Brigham Young, James Madison and N.C. State this season.
Despite the incredible odds of the
youthful Flames surprising the experienced Bucs, Meyer stated that the
Buc's lack of size (the tallest ETSU
regular is only 6'4") will benefit Liberty.

"I feel we have the advantage in size
and in the post," Meyer said. "We'll
work on exposing any weakness that
they might have."
Last year in front of a regional
ESPN audience, the Flames lost a
hard-fought 64-49 game to the Bucs
in the Multi-Purpose Center. Liberty
fans especially remember the contest
as the infamous "Lights Out" game in
which the entire LU campus lost all
electrictity , causing a 30-minute
second-half delay.

Trojan Transfer:
Meyer and the Flames scored a
major victory off the court recently
when former Detroit area high scool
star Cordell Robinson announced his
decision to transfer to Liberty after
one and a half seasons at USC.
Robinson played in only 14 games
for the Trojans last year and averaged
1.6 points per game. During the fall
semester of the current basketball
season, Robinson also averaged 1.6
points per game. He is now enrolled
at Liberty and will be eligible at the
end of the 1991 fall semester.
"We are delighted with Cordell's
decision to enroll at Liberty during
the spring semester," Meyer said.
At Bishop Borgess High School in
Detroit, Robinson earned All-Metro,
All-Area and All-State honors and
connected for 30 or more points on six
occasions. Prior to the start of his
freshman season at USC Robinson
was selected to the 1989 U.S. Olympic Festival team where he averaged
5.5 points a game.
Meyer said Robinson has the abil-

HARRIS TIRE CO.
24
Yoars

528-3443

RETAIL —WHOLESALE

Free Mounting & Balancing With Each Tire Purchased
in<w. Discount to Faculty & Students with I.O. Card
Lynchburg, VA

1512 5th St.

ity to handle both guard positions and
is expected to challenge for a starting
spot as soon as he is eligible.

Subtle Hint:
After the 1990 World Series in
which both teams donned the American Flag patch on their uniforms in
support of the troops in the Persian
Gulf, practically every professional
and major college athletic team has
followed suit (including ETSU).
Quiz: Name a Div. 1 team with a
patriotic name that has yet to show its
support for the troops by wearing the
popular flag patches.
Answer: Hard to believe, but true.
Liberty University. Shame.

SPECIALIZING IN

Mercedes-Benz
Domestic & Foreign

INSURANCE ESTIMATES

COPY SERVICE

%

1

"m*

"Serving

You the Best"

COLD SUBS

;,:;;;;;:;;;,""

Putt-Putt

THE PLACE TO VISIT FOB
YOUR PRINTING NEEDS.

3 DIFFERENT
118 HOLE COURSES

237-9333

o

OPEN 9-5:30 MON.-FRI. • 9-5:00 SAT.
DELIVERY SERVICE
9510 Timberlake Rd., Lynchburg
MedinaETSS (Across from Timberlake Bapt. Church)
|FLOrvAFAX|
FWP
a n • iiiiniiiiiiiinnrfm

ONE HOUR PHOTOS

CALL FOR GROUP DISCOUNTS

237-7888

L Y N C H B U R G . VA

5 LOCATIONS

• FREE DELIVERY TO HOSPITALS & FUNERAL HOMES
• COMPLETE WEDDING SERVICES
CASH & CARRY

ONE HOUR

O P E N YEAR ROUND

2 5 0 9 Memorial Ave.

1 I K M I IlKr.AM

INSTANT SIQNS ft BANNERS

Golf 0 Games

MedChoice
Neighborhood Medical Center

2900 MEMORIAL AVE.

HAM & CHEESE
ALL AMERICAN (0 different mem)
CHICKEN, HAM 4 CHEESE

LAMINATION
FACSIMILE DOCUMENTS

CvfVQO) J rvc<

WESTERN UNION AGENCY

10% DISCOUNT WITH L U . I.D.
OPEN ON HOLIDAYS

COLD C I T COMBO
BMT Ihjm. ftcnttj pepnentni. btilojtnj)
SIBWAY ClVb (mist beef, turkey, hjmi
M I'M ( (IWDO
>( PF.R BMT
St PIR CLUB
TUNA TUNA Tl NA
SEAFOOD S CRAB
ROAST BEEF

LARGE DOCUMENT COPIES

Fort Hill Village Shopping Center

804-239-1308

\OMIW

QUICK COPIES

8105 T I M B E R L A K E RD

«\^#J

3i

P r i n t i n g >««•«•«•««• mmm.

OPEN 8 AM-9 PM MON.-SAT.

^*1 1 "1 |

237-3111

3720 W A R D S RD.
B E L O W RIVER R I D G E MALL ON 29 SOUTH

With L.U. I.D. Seven Tokens For $1.00
Buy One 3 Game Ticket Get One Free

846-8431

time of 50.8; junior hurdler Eric Carroll (52.2); and two decathletes, Steve
Peeples (51.9) and Todd Pettyjohn
(51.4). The combined third-place time
was 3:26.2.
"Our team has enough depth to be
consistent. When one of the athletes is
performing below his potential the
others can take up the slack," Tolsma
said.
In the pole-vaulting event Jeff
Juhala and Bobby Schudler took up
the slack for Pettyjohn, who had an
uncharacteristic "no-heighter" (three
consecutive misses). Juhala vaulted
15 feet 6 inches to place third, and
freshman Bobby Schudler set a personal record by finishing fifth with a
15-foot vault.
The 4 x 800 relay team placed fourth,
and Eric Carroll clocked in at 7.73 for
fifth place in the 55-meter hurdles.

P R O F E S S I O N A L BODY W O R K & PAINTING CHIEF,
E-Z LINER FRAME S T R A I G H T E N I N G M A C H I N E
N E W C O M P U T E R I Z E D D O W N - D R A F T PAINT BOOTH

BLUE RIDGE
AUTO PARTS

NEW & REBUILT PARTS

The Liberty track team competed
in an unscored meet with 25 teams
Saturday at the Wendy' s Invitational
held in Blacksburg, Virginia.
"It was a good meet. Our athletes
continue to progress and set new
personal records," Head coach Brant
Tolsma said.
One such personal record came from
distance runner Mark Szkolnik. His
time of 4:21.1 was a lifetime best that
secured a third-place position for the
freshman runner.
Many other athletes turned in performances which landed in the top
three in overall competition. Gerald
Mosley was edged out of first place
by less than a tenth of a second in the
200 meter, finishing with a time of
22.1. He was also the leadoff man in

the 4 x 400 relay in which the Flames
finished second.
The heart of the relay team is senior
Scott Queen, who helped shatter the
school record in this event last May.
Saturday he ran an even 49.0, followed by Charles Onyeanusi's time
of 49.1 and Johnny Prettyman's 49.6.
The combined second-place time,
including Mosley's49.6, was 3:17.3.
Queen and Prettyman also took
part in the distance medley in which
the team finished third. Queen ran the
400 in 49.3, and Prettyman ran the
800 in 1:57.7. The medley's leadoff
man was Brent Squires, who ran the
1200 in 3:12.8. Damien Bates finished the distance by running the 1600
in 4:28.2. The total third-place time
was 10:28.
The 4 x 400 B-team featured Nigerian native Robert Udugba, who ran a

RIVER RIDGE AUTO BODY

lilSIUUESTUIIE
N f E W NEW TIRES T O FIT YOUR EVERY NEED

By ERIC YODER
Champion Reporter

8409 Timberlake Road • Lynchburg

Walk-in medical care.
Q /"7 CO/^A No appointments necessary.
S* i " ^ ^ U U
Weekdays: 4:30 -11 p.m.
Weekends & Holidays: noon -11 p.m.
Affiliated with Centra Health Medical Centers

PORTRAIT

COLOR PRINTS IN ONE HOUR
COLOR SLIDES IN SIX HOURS
BLACK & W H I T E IN SIX HOURS
WHY WAIT LONGER?

STUDIO

237-7797

LUJ
a u
Located next to Mr. Donut
at the Intersection
Timberlake

Timberlake
Hours: Monday • Friday 8-7
Saturday 9-7, Sunday 12-5

of

and Leesville

Roads.

2ND SET OF PRINTS FREE WHEN YOU SHOW YOUR L.U.I.D.
Onu Hour Portrait Studio Now Open.

life books & gifts

new

LYNCHBURG'S LARGEST CHRISTIAN BOOKSTORE
• CHRISTIAN BOOKS
• BIBLES
• MUSIC

• GREETING CARDS
• GIFTS
• CHRISTIAN VIDEOS

"Its our business to get the WORD out!"
LOCATED AT THE FOOT
OF LIBERTY M O U N T A I N
AIRPORT BUSINESS CENTER

4 0 1 8 WARDS ROAD

3035 Old Forest Rd.

HOT SUBS SSaSB"
MEATBALL
STEAK & CHEESE (/HOW itrltnn)
BBO Wilh Slaw
CHICKEN HAM «, <'HFfiSF

W/FW

tfcrtpotnt

Waterllck Plaza

INNKEEPER

Hills Plaza

ED HAWKINS, INC.

Appomattox

5005 F O R T AVE.

845-7511
TOWN & COUNTRY SHOPPING CTR
MADISON HEIGHTS. VA

[ 3 MAYTAG 21 WADSWORTH ST.
APPLIANCE &
IV. RENTAL

847-6292

WE ALSO SERVE CHICKEN

JrfTff ana

239-6915

• KING LEISURE ROOMS
• FREE C O W L BREAKFAST
• IN-ROOM WHIRLPOOL
• REMOTE CONTROL T.V.
• POOL • MEETING ROOMS • CABLE HBO - ESPN
TOLL FREE - RESERVATIONS

2901 CANDLER'S MTN. RD.

1-800-8229899

237.7771

LACKS AUTO SERVICE INC.
•
•
•
•

SedfoocLoz
" W E SPECIALIZE IN OCEAN FRESH S E A F O O D "
— SERVED CALABASH STYLE —
FAMILY ATMOSPHERE
TAKE OUT ORDERS AVAILABLE
HOURS: Spring & Summer Thur thru Sun 5pm 10 9pm
Winter Thur 5pm lo 8pm. Fri & Sal 5pm to 9pm Sun 5pm to 8pm

AIR CONDITIONING SALES & SERVICE
AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION REPAIR
An Official State
Inspection Station
BRAKE SERVICE
COMPUTERIZED 2 OR
VISA-MASTERCARD
4 WHEEL ALIGNMENT
• ELECTRONIC TUNE-UPS
525-2556
• 24-HR. WRECKER SERVICE
WATERLICK
RD. FOREST
(Damage-Free Towing)

MEINEKE DISCOUNT MUFFLERS & BRAKES

U.S. Route 29 North
(Just North of Howard Johnson's)
Madison Heights, Virginia 24572

528-9000
SA VES MONEY

If No Answer Call 525-7850

MADISON

SQUARE

HEIGHTS

(SEMINOLE SHOPPING CENTER)

239-3333

847-2800

Dinner by the Lake
Authentic Mexican Food
HOURS:
Lunch: Mon-Fri

8515 MEMORIAL AVE.

FOREST P L A Z A WEST
(OLD FOREST ROAD)

(NEXT TO KINGS)

528-0808

TIME

|eatme'$
RESTAURANT

LYNCHBURG
(NEXT TO KKOGER)

- SA VES

Nice, Comfortable Wilting Area

Car/-,
TIMBROOK

*

385-6666

11am

to 2 30 p m

Dinner: Mon Thur 5 p m to 10 p m
Friday 5 p m to 11 p m
Saturday 12 a m to 10 p m
Sunday 12 a m to 2 3 0 p m
5 p m to 9 p m

n
Little Caesars r Pizza! Pizza!

Lynchburg. Virginia 24502

Seminole Shopping Center
Madison Heights. Virginia 24572

Tvro great pizzas! JJ.i - .Onetowprice.

(804)239-9702

(804) 846-6079

8004 Timberlake Road

&

^^m.

1M ,...ffi.,... r .»niLZ

• Dinner
• Weddings

Open nightly
for dinner
Lunches daily
Rt. 460 • 4 miles East of Lynchburg

• Banquets

993-2475

^
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Women's track
turns some heads
at
invitational
By EVIE DAVIS
Champion Reporter

The Liberty women's indoor
track team competed with 25 teams
at the Wendy's Invitational at Virginia Tech last weekend and
"continued to progress," said
Flames head coach Brant Tolsma.
Gina Turner, who has set three
school records this season, ran a
strong second in the 800 meter in
2:17.2. "Gina's doing a good job
this year," Tolsma said. "Actually,
the second-place finish was the top
collegiate performance because the
first-place winner was a post-college athlete."
Turner also anchored Liberty's
4 x 800 in 2:24.2 which was good
enough for first. "The race really
came down to the anchor leg,"
Tolsma stated. "We were a little
behind; but when Gina got the baton, she passed a VPI girl, and we
placed first."

Patti Bottiglieri ran thefirstleg
of the 4 x 800 relay in 2:24.2,
followed by Urlenc Dick at 2:33.4
and Jcnn Recdcr in 2:25.5. Their
overall winning time was 9:48.8.
In addition, Bottiglieri finished
a solid fourth in the mile at 5:19.0,
while the women placed fourth in
the 4 x 400 as well.
Fadhila Samuel started the race
off in 61.1, Leeann Hayslett was
next with 62.9, Christie Rininger
in 64.6 and Carrie Sicgcl in 66.9.
They clocked 4:15.5 total.
Tolsma said that many of the
new team members keep improving with each competition. All in
all, he was pleased with the
team's progress. "Rightnow.Gina
and Patti are kind of leading the
team, but there's a couple of girls
who are improving a lot," he said.
"Esther Mills had never run track
before Liberty, but now she's
becoming quite competitive."

Liberty blows two-game lead

LU volleyball team loses final three games
in a heartbreaker against Duke University
By JIM W00LACE

Champion Reporter

The Liberty Flames men's club
volleyball team suffered a devastating blow from the Duke Blue Devils
by losing the last three games of a
five-game scries Saturday at home.
The Flames started the evening
red-hot. They manhandled the Devils
in the first gamc.winning 15-2. Sam
Skclton led the charge with two key
blocks.
Game two started off much like the
first. Aces by Danny Coupland and
Paul Collins gave the Flames an early
7-3 lead. The Devils bounced back to

tic the game at 10-10. Another ace by
Collins and a block from John Kurt/,
cut off Duke's surge and scaled a 1614 victory for the Flames.
"We came out very strong," LU
coach Buck Sutton said. "I think the
large crowd scared them."
Duke came alive in the third game
and never looked back. They look
control of the game early and finished
game three with a 15-8 victory.
Game four was much of the same.
The Flames, however, did not give
up. Down 12-6, Collins delivered
back-to-back blocks to start a rally
that would bring the Flames within

one. But the Devils held them off and
went on to win 15-11.
Game five introduced a new rule,
rally points. Rally points means that
on every play one team will gel a
point whether they served or not. It
was established to make the game
move more quickly and be more
exciting.
The teams were neck and neck the
entire game. Skclton dug two hardhit balls in a row, and Kurt/ added a
couple of kills to excite the Liberty
fans. The Flames, down 14-12, received a break when Duke hitone into
the net. The Devils then received the

RIVER RIDGE AUTO BODY
PROFESSIONAL BODY WORK & PAINTING
CHIEF. E-Z LINER FRAME STRAIGHTENING MACHINES
NEW COMPUTERIZED DOWN-DRAFT PAINT BOOTHS

• Most major credit cards accepted

SCOTT

LIBERTY
UNIVERSITY

847-0111

. ..

.

—

T5

fecono^CsTAOiun
AT 2« EXPRESSWAY

NORTH

\\

I

\ CARROLL AVE

Expressway 29 - take City Stadium
Exit. Follow signs to City Stadium.

LYNCHBURG FORD INC
U C •.

237-3111

Spend a night, not a fortune.
Free Continental Breakfast
• Cable T.V.
No Smoking Rooms
• King Rooms
Rtness Center
• Waterbed
• 7th Night FREE
• Family Plan
•AARP
THANK YOU Liberty University
SOUTH

"Wt'll Tackle Any Deal"

Mercedes-Benz

3725 WARDS RO
BELOW RIVER RIDGE
M i l l ON ?1 SOUTH

SURANCE
OPEN 8:00 A.M. TO 6 P.M.
SAT. 9 A.M. TO 5 P.M.

SPECIALIZING IN

Domestic & Foreign
INSURANCE ESTIMATES

Rent A Ford By The Day,
Week Or Month
• Low daily rentals
• Pick-up and delivery available
• Air conditioning available
• Rent newest model Fords-all
sizes and models

serve and put the match away with a
spike down the line.
"They (Duke) never quit," Sullon
said.
Kurty. led the Flames in kills with
16, and Coupland assisted in the from
row wilh seven blocks. Skclton led
the back row wilh a total of cighldigs.
"Our goal is to be better when wc
come off the court than when wc
began," Sullon said. "I feel wc accomplished that. There is no end lo
whal you can learn."
The Flames next home game will
be next week against the UNC Tarheels.

For Reservations
Call Toll Free
140W4&6900

• LYNCHBURG • ROANOKE • DANVILLE
• AtTAVtSTA • RUSTBtmG-« QRETNA--

Econo Lodge
Spend a night, not a fortune.

Lynchburg, VA 24501
Route 29
Expressway

(804) 847-1045

2113 LAKESIDE DR. (U.S. 221 S.) LYNCHBURG. VA

WE ACCEPT AMERICAN EXPRESS • MASTERCARD • VISA

northAmerican
VAN LINES/AGENT
I.C.C. NO. MC1070I2

•
•
•
•

Free Estimates
Local & Long Distance Moving
Packing & Crating
Storage

MOODY
MOVING & STORAGE

993-2204

SERVING THE LYNCHBURG AREA SINCE 1940

PRESCRIPTION GLASSES
CONTACT LENSES

LYNCHBURG AGENT
CONCORD, VA
For Moving Rates Call 1:80O-446-0948

northAmerican

FASHION EYEWEAR • MODERN LAB ON SITE
OVER 500 FRAME STYLES TO CHOOSE FROM

VAN LINES

845-1991

846-3937

TATE SPRINGS
2010 TATE
SPRINGS RD

999 SHEFFIELD
ROAD

Five Lynchburg Offices
Saturday 10-2 (River

Harrisfeeter
We Invite You To
Shop Our Four
Convenient Locations
4119 Boonsboro Road
9613 Timberlake Road
2317 Wards Road
Pittman Plaza Shopping Center

The Only Low Price Supermarket
That Refuses To Act like One!

CALL

fir

Ridge)

A T M Banking

(Plaza) • (River Ridge)

Drive-In (waten ick,

Plaza, Rivermont)

• Interest Checking
• Savings Accounts
• Night Deposit
• Mortgages
• Unicard
• IRAs

•
•
•
•
•
•

845-2371

FOR ALL LOCATIONS

The First Priority Club
Certificates of Deposit
Home Equity Loans
Money Market Accounts
Safe Deposit Boxes
Loans for almost anything

FIRST FEDERAL

MEMBER
FDIC

SAVINGS BANK

(DUAL O f f U R i g m i i

LENDER

till i l l
TENTH & MAIN

RIVER RIDGE MALL

THE PLAZA

RIVERMONT AVENUE

WATERLICK
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Lackluster Lady Flames lose
two games, fall to 8-12
By PAMELA WALCK
Champion Reporter

Virginia Tech jumped out to a 4519 lead athalftimc last Monday in LU
gym and coasted the rest of the way as
the Lady Hokies beat the Liberty, 7756, in a women's basketball game.
Cynthia Thomson opened the
second half against Virginia Tech
with a three-point shot, resulting in a
much needed shooting spree early in
the second half.
LU junior Wendy Johnson added
eight points during the second half as
junior Theresa Bream plugged six
additional points. Though the Lady
Flames outscored Virginia Tech 3532 during the second half of play,
their first half was lackluster.
Virginia Tech exploded into the
first half of the game to lead 22-2 at
11:59 remaining. The Lady Flames
struggled unsuccessfully to break the
ever-increasing lead of Virginia
Tech.
At 6:20 remaining in thefirsthalf,
LU junior Kathy Wooten broke
Liberty's single-digit score with a
three-point shot which narrowed the
margin to 21.
In the last three minutes of the first
half, Johnson had a series of
consecutive shots that brought

Liberty's score up six points to a
halftime score of 45-19.
Virginia Tech maintained its lead
for the remainder of the game, despite
the late surge by the Lady Flames that
closed the margin.
Johnson led the Lady Flames with
18 points. Liberty junior Lynn
Beardslcc had 11 points and Bream
followed with 10 points and 11
rebounds.
Despite the game being the third
consecutive loss the Lady Flames
have suffered, crowd participation
seems to be at its peak. "I really
appreciate the crowd. I expected to
come out of the locker room at half
time and find that the crowd had left,"
Lady Flame head coach Rick Reeves
commented. "The crowd encouraged
me to continue, and I am truly
thankful for their wonderful
encouragement to me and the team."
"We stood strong the whole second
half. I'm sure we could have won. We
usually do come out during the
second half when we're down,"
Bream commented.
On the road Saturday night, the
Lady Flames (8-12) suffered a close
loss to Western Carolina, 68-64.
Liberty sophomore Jeri Wiley led
the Lady Flames in scoring with 30

CLASSIFIEDS

WANTED

points. Bream had 10 rebounds and
seven points. Beardslee had seven
points.
The Lady Flames are on the road
Monday night at 7:30 p.m. when they
play UNC-Asheville. The Lady
Flames will be returning to the court in
the LU gym on Thursday evening at 6
p.m. when they host Richmond
University.

Male Roomate to share 3
bedroom house. 2 blocks from
intersection of Fort and
Memorial Av. Contact Richard
845-8266 or 845-5343
Wanted Couple: wife to help
invalid 5 nights per week.
House rent free with small
salary included. References
required. Call 933-8801
after 6 p.m.
WE NEED SELF-MOTIVATED
STUDENTS Earn up to
$10/hr. Market credit cards on
campus. Flexible hours. Only
10 positions available. Call
Now 1-800-950-8472
Ext. 20 Kathy

Turner named
Players Club
Player of
the Week
Gina Turner, a member of the
women's indoor track team, has been
selected as the Player's Club Player of
the Week.
Turner participated in the Wendy's
Invitational at Virginia Tech
Saturday and ran a strong second in
the 800 meters with a time of 2:17.2.
The first place winner was a postcollegiate athlete.
She also ran the anchor leg in the
4x800, leading Liberty to a first-place LU freshman Dawn Coleman scans the Va. Tech's defense during
finish.
l a s t M o n d a y ' s h O m e C O U l l lOSS.
photo by Jeffrey S. Smith

STUDENT WANTED: Make
$2000 this semester selling
t-shirts and sweatshirts to
fraternities and sororities.
Southern Marketing
800-444-2708.

RESTAURANTS
G.T. BROOKS Casual dining,
seafood, steaks, salads &
sandwiches. Route 29 & Odd
Fellows Rd. at the Comfort Inn
845-7427.
THE GROUND ROUND "All
you can eat" specials - 4
nights a week. 2819 Candlers
Mountain Rd. 237-1692.
SHOWBIZ PIZZA PLACE
Tuesday is LU Day, 25%
discount off lunch buffet 312
Border St. 237-0682.

HOTELS
THE HOLIDAY INN
Adjacent
to LU North Campus; call for
university rates. Route 29 &
Odd Fellows Rd. 847-4424.
HOWARD JOHNSON LODGE
Minutes from LU; large rooms,
beautiful decor; special LU
rates. Route 29, north of
Lynchburg 845-7041.
THE COMFORT INN Across
from LU North campus; 124
rooms; special univ.
accommodations. Route 29 &
Odd Fellows Rd. 847-9041

FUNDRAISING
FAST FUNDRAISING
PROGRAM $1,000 in just one
week. Earn up to $1,000 for
your campus organization.
Plus a chance at $5,000 more!
This" program works' No
investment,aeeded,, C a l l . .
1-800-932-0528 Ext. 50.

FOR SALE
FOR SALE Wedding gown,
veil and flowers. Call
Keepsake 525-3178.
FOR SALE: 1980 Chrysler
Cordoba,current inspection,
good running condition, $1000.
Call 2523 or 332-5622.
FOR SALE: Vivitar 28-85 zoom
lens for a Canon,child's electric
car, Sears exercise bike (rarely
used) Call 2428 or 832-0205.
Autos, boats, trucks, vans,
houses, etc. U.S. Government
Seized- Cheap prices. Call
(804) 845-2122 ext 14-Recorded Message
For Details 24 hours/day.

MISC.
WAKE-N-BAKEII SPRING
BREAK IN JAMAICA/
CANCUN FROM $459.0011 A
WEEK OF FUN AND SUN AT
THIS YEARS HOTTEST
DESTINATIONS.
SUN SPLASH TOURS
1-800-426-7710.
MISTER SWEEPER VACUUM
& SEWING CENTER Vacuum
cleaner and sewing machine
sales and service. 646 Wilton
Ave. 847-9022.
THE CUT ABOVE Paul
Mitchell - Sebastian Hair Care
Crossroads Pod Mall, Suite C,
Wards Rd. 237-1457.
MICHAEL'S CARPET WORLD
Locally owned by Mike Grant.
3139 Old Forest Rd. 385-7482.

Get the AKST Calling Card and yourfirstcall is free.
AT&T Student Saver Plus program, a whole package of products and
There's no better time to speak your mind.
services designed to make a student's budget go farther.
Because now when you get your free AT&T Calling Card, you'll
So look for AT&T Calling Card applications on campus.
get your first 15-minute call free?
With
your
AT&T
Calling
Card,
you
can
call
Or call us at 1800 525-7955, Ext. 655.
CxlWnvUmi
^nii
from almost anywhere to anywhere. And you
And let freedom ring.
can keep your card, even if you move and get
83b 000 b180 I ' U l
a new phone number.
AI&T. Helping make college life a little easier.
Our Calling Card is part of the

SMILES FROM HOME Fresh
homemade baked goods the
special touch that makes your
gift say "It's From Home".
Call to have brochure sent to
parents 845-3715.
COLLEGE PARK
A U T O M O T I V E , INC. 1400
W a r d s Ferry R d . 2 3 9 - 4 2 2 5
Night N u m b e r 3 8 5 - 8 5 0 2
LYNCHBURG JOBBING
HOUSE Discounted prices &
big & tall clothes. 2323
Memorial Ave. - The Plaza
528-2726.
DECK THE WALLS Custom
framing & art center. River
Ridge Mall 237-1829.
JUDY GALLION &
ASSOCIATES, INC. Real
Estate Sales and Rentals
4224 Wards Rd. 239-4443

The right choice.
•A 13.00 value for a coast-to-coast Calling Card call. Applies to customer dialed calls made during the A W Night/
Weekend calling |*riod, 11pm to Sam, Sunday through Thursday and 11pm liiday through 5pm Sunday. You may receive
more or less calling lime depending on where and when you call. Applications must l>e received by December 31,1991

FREE!!!! List of Booklets on
"HOW TO MAKE MONEY AT
HOME" and easy - simple
BUSINESSES YOU can start
with very little money.Mail $2.00
for shipping and handling to:
Gilman Publishing Company
P.O. Box 11952
Lynchburg, VA 24506
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U.S. moves toward support
of freedom-seeking Baltics
ByJOHNOMICINSKI
USA Today Wire Service

WASHINGTON — After months
of backing Soviet President Mikhail
Gorbachev, President Bush took significant steps awayfiromthe Kremlin
leader on Wednesday.
"Perestroika cannot succeed at
gunpoint," Secretary of State James
Baker III told the House Foreign
Affairs Committee Wednesday in one
of the administration's harshest criticisms to date of the Soviet crackdown in the Baltic republics.
Soviet forces have killed at least 14
Lithuanian and Latvian protesters
and bystanders. An independence
movement in the region threatens to

sever the republics from the Soviet
Union's central government
"I hope that the Soviet Union will
relearn quickly the lesson from its
own hard experience," Baker said.
"The old ways are not the right ways."
"The Soviet leadership is at a crossroads," Baker said. "We have made
clear that their last several steps have
taken them down a path of no benefit
for us or for anyone else."
Strains in the U.S.-Soviet relationship have become sharp enough to
threaten post-Cold War disarmament
agreements, Baker said.
He sharply criticized Soviet efforts
to exempt large numbers of troops
from provisions of the Conventional

Forces in Europe agreement. Bush
and Gorbachev signed the agreement
in November in Paris.
Baker said he recommended that
Bush not submit the treaty to the
Senate for approval until a number
of disagreements are ironed out.
Among them are the Soviets' efforts
to exempt three divisions by designating them as naval infantry.
Therealso is considerable disagreement over Soviet weapons in the 2.5
million square miles between the Atlantic Ocean and the Ural Mountains,
the zone covered by the treaty. The
Soviet army moved tens of thousands
of weapons east of the Urals before
the treaty was signed, seeking to

ing up the bookstore area of the library includes packing each book in
the same box it arrived in and then
shipping it
Also, all professors are called to
see if the same books will be used the
next semester. If the same books are
used, the boxes of books are saved as
inventory for the next semester.
Cleanup crews must also separate the
new books from the used books,
making the process longer to complete.
This year, however, Sargeant
stated that he ordered cleanup crews
to pack books in any box available
and ship them to a cleared space at
North Campus. At North Campus,
the books which arereturnedto pub-

lishers will have price tags taken off
and will be shipped to the proper
publishing companies.
Despite all of the business
Sargeant stressed, the library atmosphere, saying, "We are making
every effort possible for the library to
be used strictly for studying."

Bookstore —
Continued from Page 1
quiet place to study.
Once the walls in the library (which
were taken down Feb. 7) are removed, "we will do our best to tighten
up the reins," File said.
While Sargeant plans for a new
location for textbook sales, however,
he said the LU Bookstore is assessing
the recent textbook sales.
More than 930 different titles of
textbooks were on sale this year,
and more than 21,000 single volumes of books were purchased from
more than 200 different publishing
companies.
"When you have to deal with that
number of publishers, it will take a
while to clean up," Sargeant said regarding the fact that part of the library
was still unusable two weeks after the
end of textbook sales.
"My original plan was to be out of
the library so that it could be back for
student use by February 2," Sargeant
said. He said on Feb. 4 that his projection obviously was not achieved but
that he asked his work crews to shortcut the cleanup process so that the library could return to full student use
as soon as possible.
He said the usual plan for clean-
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See Steve at k.
Karen & Associates
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Two more good reasons to
visit our newly remodeled
store at River Ridge Mall.

2 FREE
GAMES
VALUED® 25 0 EACH
SUN. -THURS. ONLY
EXPIRES MARCH 1,1991
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exempt them.
The United States and the Soviet
Union are scheduled to meet again
Feb. 17 to discuss the treaty numbers.
"We do have problems" with the
agreement Baker said. "They are
making interpretations that we don't
feel are warranted by the treaty, and
we need to clear these things up."
The treaty, signed by 22 nations,
requires the Soviets to destroy 19,000
weapons in the zone, including
7,500 tanks.
Baker said the problem may affect
the Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty,
which covers nuclear weapons. It has
been stalled by the Persian Gulf War
and the Soviet crackdown in the Baltic republics.
"CFE and START are not linked,"
Baker said, "but when we have problems with one that go to the heart of
credibility and trust, we may have
problems with the other agreement."
A February summit in Moscow,
originally scheduled to sign the
START agreement, has been postponed.
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OUR GAMES WILL
BOGGLE YOUR MIND."

Chaplains in short supply
Chaplains are in short supply to serve U.S. troops in
the Persian Gulf region. Only 681 chaplains are available
for the more than 500,000 military personnel.

Troops' religious preference
8,000
Otheri
*—tndudaa

5,000
Atheist/
agnostic

1,500 Jews,
1,000 Muslims
and 500
Buddhists.

-15,000 No preference

Chaplains in gulf

Source: USA TODAY research

Keith Carter. USA TODAY

Liberty University currently has three chaplains who graduated from
Liberty Baptist Theological Seminary serving in Operation Desert
Storm. The chaplains are 1st Lt. Terry McBride, CapL Don Harris
and CapL Richard Davis.

K m »*! !G*av B<!
The Liberty Champion is now accepting
applications for the positions of Sales
Representatives for the 1991-92 school year.
Each Sales Representative will earn a
commission according to their sales. The
positions are opened to anyone that is
interested.
Deadline for applications is March 19.
For more information, stop by DeMoss Hall 109.

Are You Financially
ill

M l
M m

Many college students are.To control of your finances.With the
determine whether or not you have convenience of Cash Flow 24-hour
a problem, take this simple test.
banking, you can access your
First, relax. Take a deep breath. money whenever you need it.
Now, think about your bank and
So blot out your banking troubles.
look at this ink blot. What do you Stop by Sovran Bank soon. You'd
see? Bad things?
be crazy to bank anywhere else!
Well, don't worry. By opening a
checking and savings account at
Sovran Bank you'll have complete

SOVRAN
RANK

you've learned one program, you're well on your way
If you thought thatfindinga color Macintosh®
to learning them all. The Macintosh LC even lets you
system you could afford was just a dream, then the
share information with someone who uses a different
new$ affordable Macintosh LC is a dream come true.
type of computer-thanks to the versatile Apple®
The Macintosh LC is rich in color. Unlike many
SuperDrive™ which can read from and write to
computers that can display only 16 colors at once, the
Macintosh, MS-DOS, OS/2, and Apple II floppy disks.
Macintosh LC expands your palette to 256 colors. It
Take a look at the Macintosh LC and see what it
also comes with a microphone and new sound-input
gives you. Then pinch yourself.
technology that lets you personalize your work by
It's better than a dream-it's a
adding voice or other sounds.
\pple introduces the Macintosh LC.
Macintosh.
like every Macintosh
computer, the LC is easy to
set up and easy to master.
And it runs thousands of
available applications that
all work in the same,
consistent way-so once

The power to be your best!"

C I W0 Apple Computer, Inc Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh ate registered trademarks ot Apple Computer. Inc SuperDnve and "The power to be your best" are trademarks ot Apple Computer, Inc
MS-DOS Is a registered trademark ol Microsoft Corporation. 0872 (s a registered trademark ol Inteinational Business Machines Corporation
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Our prayers go out to these defending freedom

There are more than 400 LU students who have family members
••-""»»«»-'—•—
F~i—.-r.~.ii.,~,.mh«n
serving in the Persian
Gulf in some capacity.
The following is a list
of LU students and the relative serving in the Persian Gulf.
Helative Serving
1.11 Student
Fathers
Jerry Wyatl
Bryan Wyalt
Maj. Dwight Riggs
Derrick Riggs
Chaplain Doug Vick
Jennifer Vick
David Barrett
Sngela Barren
Col. James Edgren
Posie Edgren
Martin Richardson Jr.
Belinda Wilce
Kelley Smith
Becky Smith
Brothers
Paul 1 Ink om
Lauren Cline
Todd Hokanson
Stephen Hokanson
Dan Rose
John Rose
Howard Royster
Jon Royster
Malt Hayes
Dan Hayes
James Frazier
Paul Frazier
Cid Guridy
Mickey Guridy
Bret Hampton
Kirk Hampton
Gerald Klima
Rick Klima
Dennis Grzeskowiak
Rob Burrill
Phillip James
Marty James
Roy Melts
Kelly Dundy
Jamey Hendrix
Shelley Hendrix
Terry Kremer
Bonnie Bradford
Clay Riggs
Heather Noel
Lewis Troll
Charles lull
John Pelroci HI
Wendy Pelroci
Glen Moering HI
Debbie Moering
Nelson Emmons
Mary Aime Emmons
Capt. Mark Edgren
Posie Edgren
Sgl. Tim Edgren
Earle Painter
Dawn Painter
William Rolhermel
Chey Rothennel
Paul Mattson
U>ii Malison

Kristi Shokes
Suzanne
Robbins
kr^cii <!hr,v»«
David Cook
Pete Colangelo
Emic Anlolik
Cindy Seplak
I .' . n a m e Hull]

Heather Huff
Joni Cherry
Rick Biesiadecki
Tina Konncrup
Aaron Knight
Brian Snyder
Kevin Mock
Kim Anderson
Christine Hayes
Jennifer Wise
Michael Warren
Jennifer Vanliaitsma
Edwin Williams
Tom Williams
Kim Anderson
Joy Monie
Melissa Mcschke
Andy Johansen
Kevin Harris
Kevin Smith
Dave Holder
Erik Markello
Jenn Pound
Brian l.ayne
Mary Jackson
Paige Smith
Charily Peterson

Mabry Shokes
Lt. DonShokes
Robbins
Mabrv
Brad Cook
Rick Colangelo
Larry Antolik
Greg Seplak
Craig Hohl
Todd Huff
William Cherry
James Biesiadecki
Brother-in-laws
Doyle Burkholder
Jeff Barone
Timothy DePue
Steve Fincham
Terry Ambum
Patrick Wetzel
Kurt Petersen
Thorn Surber
Matthew Smith
Sisters
Sondra Williams
Caroline McClain
Deb Ambum
Uncles
Bill Holliman
Tim Meschke, Jeff Dudgeon
Stephen Johansen
Darin Clark
George Moreheart
Mark Holder
Mark Markello
Joe Pound
Jerry Engebrechl
Charlie Paul
Lt. Rick Watson, Chaplain
Barry Householder

Shannon Evans
Jennifer Blomstorm
Shannon Evans
Jennifer Scram
OpalTribble
Julie Clark
Danielle Leads
Belinda Wilce
Jennifer Roberts

Brooke Musser
Lauren Cline
Ursula Edwards
Merrel Bussert
Barry Asimos
Corey Joy
Mark Kerrigan
Kevin Smith
Kenny Funk
Jason Brisco
Jay Evans
J.V. Vick
Scon Dulaney
Tim Hollingsworth
Barry VanCleave
Nathan Lewis
Wes McConnell
Dave Holder
Scott Peterson
Graddy Jefferson
Darren Pfaff
Rich Lushbaugh
Brent Trimble
David Crowe
Mark Hahn
Regina Rasberry

Maj. Ned Baxter Ennis
Mary Perkins
Maj.
Ned Baxter Ennis
Jim Nicolette
- •'
John Tribble

Joe Tribble, Butch Tisdale
Kelly Smith
Bubba Deason
Wade Doulhit
Stevie Roberts
Cousins
Brad Rumsey
Malt Hyness
Robert Milboume
David Bussert
David Brown
Greg Joy
William Rolhermel
Mark Dildine
G.L. Mason
Kurt Brisco
Joey Collins
Doug Wyatl
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Baker
Roy Albrillon
Fred VanCleave, Jim Vorhees
Larry VanCleave, Tim Vorhees
Dwight Lewis
Franiz Hightower
Allen Campbell
Harry Busick
Maanani Jefferson
Jim Herold, Kurt Herold
Doug Rhodes
Jeffrey Labbosiere
Donnie Alexander
Bret Mackey
James Lewis

Lori Bayless
Ginger Davis
Kashana Nunn
LoriBayless
«Christine
'
n«„;.
Washington
Catherine Hundey
Christee Cavanagh
Stephanie Middle
Michelle Matthews
Michelle McDaniel
Reg Wheaton
John Collins
Tom Williams
JeffCota
David Zazvlok
Steve Pizinni
Dana Benlon
Erica Powell
Stacy Gatewood
Myra Hall
Tiffany Madden
Safka Seybold
Danielle Rossi
Arminta Richardson
Elaine Graham
Dawn Pollock
Terri Palmer
Kim Scarberry
Tracey Furr
Kristi Shokes
Sara Jean Burgain
Carla Thomas
Trever Shaw
Danielle Patterson
Malt Walts
Everett Via
Tammy Capers
Dale Johnson

Donnie Saunders
J. Knight
Troy
Beckner,
Lee Georgas
Donnie
Saunders
Carter
jCedric
. Kniuht
William Al Squires
Tommy Cavanagh
David Taylor
Charles Matthews, Marty Zahl
Jerry Roberts, Mike Weaihersby
Billy Crew
Shaun Collins
Thomas Blacksher
Tom Martin
Donald Wallace
Philip James
Roger Poston
Chris Turner
Bryant Allam
Chrissy Hall
George Weber
Peter Verbos, Jerry Cook
John Bocchichio
Sean Goodman
Dana Vestal
Frank Soukey
Ronnie Mullis
Karen Scotl
Johnny Short
Davey Shokes, Alan Willis
Scotl Bui gain, Scotl Slramsky
Chris Massey

Tommy Mann, Vincent Bronson
George Butch
Jeff Riggs
Harry Dolbow
Wayne Jordan
Scott Johnson

